
PLAY AND LEARN 
SPANISH (BE)
Over 50 fun songs, games 
and everyday activities to get
started in Spanish! Packaged
inside each book is a 60-minute
audio CD that includes all the
songs, games, and expressions
in the course. Hardcover, 
10-1/2"x8", 60 pages.
5928-X...........Book/Audio CD, 

$20.95

QUE BIEN (BE)
A fun Spanish course in three levels for 
children aged 8-11. The course aims to 
introduce children to Hispanic culture and 
to develop the four key skills through fun 
activities and a straightforward communicative
approach. Appealing characters present the 
language within a familiar context so that 
children are given the opportunity to use it 
in real-life situations right from the very 
beginning. Many activities are based on simple
dialogues that children can memorize and 

re-use in other aspects of their daily life. (Includes 
downloadable student's digital book). Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 96 pages.

DIS3386...Level 1 Student Book/Downloadable Student’s Digital Book, 
$18.95 

DIS3393..........................................Level 1 Workbook/Audio CD, $11.95
DIS3447.............................Level 1 Teacher’s Book/2 Audio CD’s, $32.95
DIS4857.........................................................Level 1 Digital Book, $74.95
DIS4888............................................................Level 1 Flashcards, $24.95

DIS3409...Level 2 Student Book/Downloadable Student’s Digital Book, 
$18.95 

DIS3416...........................................Level 2 Workbook/Audio CD, $11.95
DIS3454.............................Level 2 Teacher’s Book/2 Audio CD’s, $32.95
DIS4864.........................................................Level 2 Digital Book, $74.95
DIS8495.............................................................Level 2 Flashcards, $24.95

SPANISH FOR CHILDREN (BE)
Provides the stimulating sounds 
of Spanish to entice preschoolers
through primary-graders into learning
a second language. Contains an 80
page full-color activity book coordi-
nated with two 60 min. CDs, plus a
Parent/Teacher CD with helpful tips.
Paperback, 7"x10", 80 pages; three
60-min. CD's.
4484-3...............3 Audio CD’s/Book, 

$39.95
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MUZZY IN 
GONDOLAND-
SPANISH
LEVEL 1 (BE)
Children begin
their journey to
bilingualism by
watching a video
story about
Muzzy, a love-
able extraterres-
trial who flies

around the universe and makes new friends
in the Kingdom of Gondoland. Astonishing
3-D animation captivates children as they
watch the hijinks of Muzzy's new friends in
Muzzy in Gondoland and Muzzy Comes
Back. And while they're watching children
are introduced to 1200+ Spanish words and
concepts, creating a functional vocabulary
that leads to bilingualism. 145 min.
QUI4716…....................3-DVD Set, $34.95



EL JUEGO DE LOS NÚMEROS (BE)
Learning numbers from 1 to 100 in Spanish is now
child’s play with El juego des los números. Includes
Teacher’s Guide with suggestions for games and
language activities. Each pack contains 100 cards,
32 bingo cards, and a Teacher's Guide.
DIS0778 ..............................................Game, $24.95

EL DOMINÓ DE LAS HORAS (BE)
Learn to tell time in Spanish with a great, new version of the
much loved classic–dominoes. Match pictures and expressions
using colorfully illustrated cards. Includes a Teacher’s Guide
with fun and motivating games and activities. Each pack
contains 48 cards and a Teacher’s Guide.
DIS0824 .............................................................Game, $24.95

BIS-SPANISH (BE)
Bis is a simple, useful and fun card
game based on matching pictures
and words. A range of vocabulary
items are introduced via lexical
sets: food, animals, clothing, means
of transport, household items and
daily actions. The game contains
132 cards divided into pictures (red
cards) and words (blue cards).
DIS1743 ..................Game, $24.95

ESTA ES MI PROFESION! (BE)
That’s My Job! is a board game based 
on the matching pictures, words and 
sentences. The game contains 132
cards, a playing board and dice. Each
card has the name or the picture of 
a job, whilst the playing board has a
pathway with the corresponding 
activities. 
DIS5977 ......................Game, $24.95
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DUENDE
The 15 units in Duende intro-
duce students to contemporary
Spain and Latin America
through interesting and authen-
tic articles about the customs
and traditions of young
Spanish speakers. Topics
include music, celebrations,

popular personalities, sports, cinema, fashion, etc. The
chapters have exercises and games that build comprehen-
sion and vocabulary. Softcover, 8"x11", 144 pages.
DIS9501..........................................Student Book, $24.95
DIS9518......................................Teacher’s Guide, $24.95

CORRECT YOUR SPANISH BLUNDERS
Tired of making the same old mistakes of
switching your genders, confusing your tenses,
and mixing up your idioms? It happens. But
before you form bad habits, consult this guide
and avoid the mistakes that leave everybody 
you talk to scratching their head. Correct Your
Spanish Blunders tells you what you’ve done
wrong by illustrating more than 1,000 of the
most common errors Spanish students make—
all clearly highlighted in red. It also explains
the reasons behind the mistakes, so you can

correct yourself in the future. Paperback, 5"x8", 388 pages.
73003.......................................................................................Book, $24.95

Teaching and Testing Materials

BINGO ILUSTRADO (BE)
Bingo Ilustrado is based on the fun,
well-known game of observation and
matching. The game contains a pack 
of 100 cards with pictures on one side
and the corresponding words on the
reverse side, plus 36 bingo boards with
six pictures on one side and the six 
corresponding names on the reverse.
DIS5823 ........................Game, $24.95

!



SPANISH IS FUN, BOOK I 
Provides students with a basal text that
will help them attain acceptable levels 
of proficiency in basic commun-icative
skills. The book provides enough materi-
als for a one-year course. Helps develop
basic com-municative skills through 
simple materials. Uses visual cues for
learning and practice. Softbound, 
7-3/4"x10-3/4", 504 pages. Teacher's
Support Package includes: Audio
Program, Teacher's Manual, and

Workbook Answer Key.
ASPR614P....................................................................Book, $34.95
ASPR614TSP........................Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
ASPR614W.........................................................Workbook, $14.95
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SPANISH IS FUN, 
BOOK A  
A short introductory text using
the "Is Fun" approach, designed
especially for younger students
in middle-school Spanish pro-
grams. Begins the natural, per-
sonalized, enjoyable program 
of language acquisition 
continued in Spanish is Fun,
Book 1 and Book 2. Teaches
vocabulary through lively 

drawings and provides exercises of various types, many
with picture cues. 7-3/4"x10-3/4", Softbound, 274 pages.
Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio Program,
Teacher's Manual, and Workbook Answer Key.
ASPR529S.......................................................Book, $26.95
ASPR529TSP...........Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
ASPR529W.............................................Workbook, $11.95

SPANISH IS FUN, BOOK B 
Beginning Spanish is introduced through a 
gradual presentation of grammatical structures.
Personalized exercises, games, and activities
provide application and practice and help stu-
dents develop communicative skills. Features
lively illustrations that serve as mnemonic
devices to introduce vocabulary. Brief, fun nar-
ratives reinforce vocabulary and grammatical
structures. Illustrated conversations and person-
alized dialogue activities comprise chapter 
summaries. Cultural sections conclude each

chapter and acquaint students to life in the Spanish-speaking world. Review
units provide repeated practice. Softcover, 8"x11", 257 pages. Teacher's
Support Package includes: Audio Program, Teacher's Manual, and
Workbook Answer Key.
ASPR530S.................................................................................Book, $26.95
ASPR530TSP.....................................Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
ASPR530W.......................................................................Workbook, $11.95

VAMOS  
This four level Spanish classroom course will take students from beginning to high-intermediate level.
Adapted for young adult and adult learners, each level of Vamos! Contains, in one volume, the student book,
workbook, and a systematic grammar section, as well as an audio CD, for self-practice. The student book is
divided into 12 units, 3 of which are dedicated to revision with games and general recap of previous learn-
ing, as well as sections for self-assessment. Each unit has its own exercise section at the back to test compre-
hension, featuring pair work activities and grammar practice as well as stimulating listening and speaking
exercises. With the audio CD, included in the student book, students will have the opportunity to work on
pronunciation and accentuation. This well-structured and lively communicative course clearly and thorough-
ly presents grammar while focusing on both Spanish and Latin-American cultures. It covers all four skills,
especially oral and listening, with the class CDs that contain the listening exercises featured in the student
book. Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11-1/2".

Vamos 1
EDL2792......................... 227-Page Book/Audio CD, $34.95
EDL2488..........................................Teacher's Guide, $19.95
Vamos 2
EDL2518.........................227-Page Book/Audio CD, $34.95
EDL2525..........................................Teacher's Guide, $19.95

Vamos 3
EDL2556..........................227-Page Book/Audio CD, $34.95
EDL2563..........................................Teacher's Guide, $19.95
Vamos 4 (Mas Alto!)
EDL2327..........................300-Page Book/Audio CD, $34.95
EDL2334..........................................Teacher's Guide, $19.95
Vamos in Spanish for English Speakers
EDL2389..........................227-Page Book/Audio CD, $37.95

SPANISH IS FUN, BOOK 2   
Provides a basal text for a full second
course in Spanish, preparing students
for their first formal proficiency test.
Broadens student's level of achievement
in basic skills, with special emphasis on
communication. Introduces topics that
expand the acquisition of vocabulary,
control of structure, and the ability to
communicate about their daily lives.
Softcover, 7-3/4"x10-1/4", 450 pages.
Teacher's Support Package includes:

Audio Program, Teacher's Manual, and Workbook Answer Key.
ASPR325P....................................................................Book, $34.95
ASPR325TSP.........................Teacher’s Support Package, $119.95
ASPR325W.........................................................Workbook, $14.95



ESPAÑOL
ESENCIAL: 
FUNDA-
MENTALS
OF SPANISH,
LEVEL I  (B)
Espanol
Esencial 1 has
been prepared
for students
who are in 
their first year

of Spanish language study. It offers a com-
prehensive review and thorough under-
standing of the elements of the Spanish
language that are generally covered in a
first-year course. It can be used as a com-
plement or supplement to any basal text-
book series, or solely for review and 
additional practice. Softcover, 8"x10", 
184 pages.  
ASPR736W..................Workbook, $15.95
ASPR736WK...........Answer Key, $11.95

ESPAÑOL
ESENCIAL: 
FUNDA-
MENTALS 
OF 
SPANISH, 
LEVEL 2  (I) 
Espanol
Esencial 2 has
been prepared
for students in
their second

year of Spanish language study. It offers
a comprehensive review and thorough
understanding of the elements of the
Spanish language that are generally cov-
ered in a second year course. It can be
used as a complement or supplement to
any basal textbook series, or solely for
review and additional practice.
Softcover, 8"x10", 208 pages.  
ASPR737W...............Workbook, $15.95
ASPR737WK........ Answer Key, $11.95

ESPAÑOL
ESENCIAL: 
FUNDA-
MENTALS
OF 
SPANISH,
LEVEL 3 (A)  
Espanol
Esencial 3 
has been 
prepared for 
students in

their second year of Spanish language
study. It offers a comprehensive review
and thorough understanding of the ele-
ments of the Spanish language that are
generally covered in a third year course.
It can be used as a complement or sup-
plement to any basal textbook series, or
solely for review and additional practice.
Softcover, 8"x10", 304 pages.
ASPR738W...............Workbook, $15.95
ASPR738WK.........Answer Key, $11.95
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EXPLORATORY SPANISH 
FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
Your middle school students will love 
these fun activities that include the 
alphabet, greetings, numbers, time 
of day, clothing, colors, weather, parts 
of the body, ser/estar, tener, ir, food, 
and the days and months. The culture 
section includes geography, customs, 
bullfighting, soccer, Christmas, Day of 
the Dead, music, painting and writers.
Softbound, 101 pages.

TDB5 ..........................................................................Book, $44.95

CUAL ES  LA PREGUNTA?-
SURVEY EXERCISES FOR ORAL & 
WRITTEN PRACTICE
Break the monotony of repetitious drills
with this book full of survey activities that
gets students out of their seats and gives
them practice asking and answering the
same questions several times but towards
different classmates.The surveys can be
used to reinforce vocabulary and grammar
that has been introduced, develop conver-
sation skills through question and answer,

and to develop writing skills through information gathered from ques-
tions. Great for beginning/intermediate high school or middle school
students. Written in English. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 63 pages.
CAR1739.........................................................................Book, $19.95
CAR1739CD...................................................... Book on CD, $17.95
CAR1739DL...............................................Download (PDF), $14.95

THE COMPLETE SPANISH
TEACHER'S HANDBOOK   
The Complete Spanish Teacher's
Handbook is now better than ever!
70+ topics are geared toward first-
year students and teach everything
from the basics like numbers and
colors to end-of-the-year lessons
like tense and grammar. These 
200+ activities are fully repro-
ducible and include exercises like

fill-in-the-blank, translation, and writing practice. Hardcover,
9-1/2"x11", 333 pages.
TDB4535..............................................................Book, $91.95

SPANISH FOUR YEARS:
ADVANCED SPANISH 
WITH AP COMPONENT (A)
A review of grammar through
closed and open-ended exercises
based on authentic language 
materials. It offers readings with
exercises that integrate grammar,
culture and skills along with 
preparation for comprehensive
(AP) testing including a portfolio/
authentic assessment exercises.

Finally, it includes a timeline of Spanish/Spanish-American
history and literature. Softbound, 8"x11", 352 pages.
Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio Program,
Teacher’s Manual and Answer Key.
ASPR678W........................................................Book, $29.95
ASPR678TSP............. Teacher’s Support Package, $119.95
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ENSEÑANDO Y 
APRENDIENDO
ESPAÑOL POR
MEDIO DE LA
ACCIÓN
This book is a
combination of
two books: 1. A 
comprehensive
guide of daily 
lesson plans
implementing 

the Total Physical Response (TPR) approach
to Spanish as a Foreign Language. It is an
excellent tool for teaching beginning and
intermediate students of ANY AGE level.
2.Student lessons for reading and - when 
students are ready to begin speaking comfort-
ably - for practice in speaking. Softcover, 
8-1/2"x11", 148 pages.
CPL263......................................Book, $23.95

ACTIVITIES FOR EVERY MONTH OF THE YEAR
Actividades Para Cada Mes Del Año is a collection of reproducible
activities for the Spanish language classroom that encourages 
development of reading, writing, speaking and understanding
through culturally relevant, authentic topics. Student tasks include
a perpetual cultural calendar, internet projects, puzzles and games.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 100 pages.
TL406 ..........................................................................Book, $24.95
TL406CD ........................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL406DL.................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

CHARACTER
EDUCATION
LESSONS 
FOR SPANISH
CLASS

A reproducible resource manual for 
integrating character education into the
Spanish language curriculum. Vocabulary,
compositions, puzzles, debates, questions
and authentic activities provide a context
for language acquisition. Spiralbound, 
60 pages,  8-1/2"x11".
TL334 ....................................Book, $19.95
TL334CD..................Book on CD, $15.95
TL334DL...........Download (PDF), $13.95

DIFFER-
ENTIATION 
IN THE
SPANISH
CLASSROOM    
Differentiation

in the Spanish Classroom shows teachers
how to use new methods of teaching to
reach every student individually in the
classroom. Every student learns in a differ-
ent style and at a different pace. This 
reproducible book offers a new approaches
to teaching that accommodates each stu-
dent’s needs individually. 3-Ring Binder,
9" x 11", 119 pages. 
TDB3994...............................Book, $49.95

SPANISH LANGUAGE 
FLASHCARDS (B)
Cards contain illustrations of
objects and scenes portraying the
most commonly taught subjects
during the first year of foreign 
language instruction. The back of
each card identifies the object in
English, Spanish, French, German,
Italian, Russian, and Japanese.
Topics included: classroom
objects, school subjects, numbers,
house, family, occupations, foods
and table setting, parts of the
body, clothing, time, colors,
weather and seasons, days and
months, sports and recreation,
means of transportation, animals,
shops, and places in town.
Includes Digital Version on DVD
with Reference Guide.
EMC64781...................Box of 400  

Laminated Cards, $299.95

SPANISH 
Q-CARDS 
Level 1 &
Review
into 
Level 2
A colorful
and enter-
taining set
of  240-
4”x3” 
question

cards for daily 5-minute speaking
warm-ups... and much more. With the
substitutions, there are over 900 possi-
ble questions... already written for you
to use. Partners take 5 cards at random
from a container (treasure box, fish
bowl, decorated box, etc) as they
arrive. They ask each other the ques-
tions. That’s it! Watch their Spanish
proficiency and fluency improve.
MFP2000 .................................$21.95

PICTURE STORY-
BOARDS IN SPANISH (B) 
While the primary focus is 
on weather, clothing and the
present tense, the wonderfully
illustrated storyboards provide
different situations ideal for
any level including prepara-
tion for AP exams. Each sto-
ryboard comes with a written
story, the picture storyboard
itself with vocabulary to help

students recreate the story, and finally images without
any text for more advanced activities. Comes with 14
pages of color vocabulary cards for creating sentences
and a board game in color with and without text.
Activities may be for beginners or for more advanced
learning where stories may be told using various tenses.
Good activity book for practicing conversation, verb 
conjugations, comprehension, and sentence structure.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 84 pages.
LFK22..........................................................Book, $28.95
LFK22DL................................Download (PDF), $23.95
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LANG-O-LEARN FLASHCARDS
Each card set features bright, colorful, and
current photographic images for teaching
basic language skills. Cards are labeled on
the reverse. Durable cardstock with glossy,
protective varnish. Each card measures 
4-3/4"x3-1/4".
SLM2      Animal.......30 Card Set, $12.99
SLM7      Body Parts .............20 Card Set,

$9.99
SLM4      Clothing.......20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM5      Everyday Objects..50 Card Set,

$19.99
SLM1      Food....................................................... 50 Card Set, $19.99
SLM13    Fruits & Vegetables................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM6      Insects & Bugs .......................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM12    Occupations ............................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM10    On the Farm ...........................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM8      Pets .........................................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM9      Sea Life ...................................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM11    Shapes & Colors ....................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM3      Vehicle ....................................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM999 ................................................................All 13 Sets, $149.99

BIG PHOTO 
FLASHCARDS
New images, bigger-
than-ever cards, 
updated word lists–
everything you
asked for!
Flashcards and
bingo games with 

32 topic-related vocabulary words. The flashcards are a 
full 8"x11" with vocab in English, Spanish, French and
German, plus a blank space to add your own language on
the back. We've even included a reproducible study sheet
for the students.
TDE1411  Animals ...................................................$21.95
TDE1401  Body Parts ...............................................$21.95
TDE1405  Classroom Nouns ...................................$21.95
TDE1408  Clothing ..................................................$21.95
TDE1520  Family .....................................................$21.95
TDE1407  Food .........................................................$21.95
TDE1409  Fruit..........................................................$21.95
TDE1412  Household................................................$21.95
TDE1402  Professions...............................................$21.95
TDE1522  Season & Weather...................................$21.95
TDE1521  Time .........................................................$21.95
TDE1404  Transportation ........................................$21.95
TDE6000  Set of All 12...........................................$239.00

IMAGINEMOS ESO!-
25 GUIDED ESSAYS 
IN SPANISH
Introduce imaginative
and personal essay writ-
ing to Spanish students.
These essays develop the
students’ writing skills
by using advanced verb
tenses, grammar, and
idiomatic structures. 
By writing essays in
Spanish, students will be
able to formulate ideas,
express opinions, and
speculate about the
future. Spiralbound,
8"x11", 45 pages.
TDB4992..............Book, 

$33.95

E-MAIL WRITING 
ASSIGNMENTS FOR 
SPANISH CLASS
30 fun writing assignments!
Students send and answer e-
mail from each other. E-mail
includes descriptions, situa-
tions and role-plays. Some
topics covered are: classes,
computer games, motorcycles,
tattoos, earrings, shopping,
eating, a visit to a doctor, a
visitor from Mars, famous
actors-singers, an exchange
student and more! Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 38 pages.
CAR1521…......Book, $19.95
CAR1521CD.......Book on 

CD, $17.95
CAR1521DL........Download 

(PDF), $14.95

SPANISH CHAT BOOSTERS 
A bestseller with an exciting approach. It’s
like a text for both Levels 1 and 2, but full 
of only conversational language... all ready
to SAY! Modeled sentences, questions, struc-
tures, idioms, vocabulary, etc. related to 66
Level 1 & 2 topics. The concept grew out of
the author’s classroom where she created the
handouts because the text was “to slow” and
she wanted her students to speak more.
Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 110 pages.
MFP0731..................................Book, $25.95

MFP0731DL....................................................Download (PDF), $19.95

CREATE A CONVERSATION- 
A SPANISH DIALOG ACTIVITY 
Engage your students in useful everyday 
conversation in dialog format with these
innovative sets of versatile "phrase/expres-
sion" cards. Students design and create their
very own dialogs! Each set of cards covers
frequently used vocabulary and a variety 
of common topics in a question and answer 
format. Includes 15 sets of color coded cards 
(3 sets each of 5 different sets of cards). 
CAR15950...............................Cards, $21.95

CAR15950CD..........................................................Book on CD, $18.95
CAR1590DL....................................................Download (PDF), $16.95



SPANISH BABBLIN BUBBLES
Turn your classroom into a Spanish
comic strip and get students excited
about speaking! Hang these talking
bubble cards from the ceiling (easy
instructions included). Use them to
teach expressions and as flash cards,

a class set for speaking activities, a visible repertoire for the students,
or small posters. Each set of bubble cards has 24 cards, each with an
amusing illustration in color.
4 Different Sets Are Available. Each set is on a different theme and has:
24 color expression bubbles printed on 8 -1/2"x 11" glossy cardstock
a sheet of all 24 expressions and meanings (for students)
a sheet of notes, including at least 40 variations (for students)
instructions for hanging and uses 

SET 1: Politeness- 24 expressions for basic social interaction
Beginner level.
MFP2001..........................................................Set 1-Politeness, $25.95

SET 2: Classroom- 24 expressions to help students cope in class
Beginner level.
MFP2002.........................................................Set 2-Classroom, $25.95

SET 3: Fun Expressions- 24 expressions for reacting to situations and
playfully teasing others
Beginner or intermediate level.
MFP2003...............................................Set 3-Fun Expressions, $25.95

SET 4: Question Cues- 24 great question starters for conversations;
most interrogatives included
Advanced Beginner, Intermediate level.
MFP2004..................................................Set 4-Question Cues, $25.95

MFP2005........................................................................Sets 1-4, $99.00
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¡VAMOS A 
COMMUNICARNOS! 
(B-A)
This book contains a
treasure trove of journal
writing prompts and
picture descriptions 
for all levels of Spanish 
students. Students are
encouraged to be cre-
ative by describing a
variety of scenes and

answering questions about their daily lives. Use
the prompts at the beginning of class as a warm-up
or at the end of class to wind down the period.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 112 pages.
CAR15502..........................................Book, $22.95
CAR15502CD....................... Book on CD, $20.95
CAR15502DL................Download (PDF), $17.95

SÓLO CINCO 
PREGUNTAS
Each book includes 50
communicative, "ready
to use" activities and a
blank template that
teachers can use to cre-
ate their own activities.
Uses a four step format
to engage an entire
class in simultaneous
conversation using all

three modes of communication. Discussion topics
range from friends, teachers, music and shopping
to thoughts, feelings and emotions. Each book is
softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 54 pages.

CAR101 .................................Basic Book, $14.95
CAR101CD................Basic Book on CD, $13.95
CAR101DL..................Download (PDF), $12.95

CAR102 ....................Intermediate Book, $14.95
CAR102CD ..............Intermediate Book on CD,

$13.95
CAR102DL..................Download (PDF), $12.95

CAR103 .........................Advanced Book, $14.95
CAR103CD ...................Advanced Book on CD,   

$13.95
CAR103DL..................Download (PDF), $12.95

125 EASY-TO-USE ORAL ACTIVITIES FOR
FIRST-YEAR SPANISH (B)
Twenty-six chapters covering vocabulary and gram-
mar. Students talk about themselves and others, sing
and describe visuals, while focusing on the vocabulary
or grammar concept in the chapter. There is a grading
rubric to facilitate oral test evaluation. Oral practice
covers basic vocabulary and grammar in Level one:
AR, ER, IR verbs in the present tense, food, weather,
greetings, classroom objects, colors, clothes, ser-estar,
gustar, tener, pronouns, food, time, days of the week,

and more! Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 52 pages.
TDB1380 ............................................................................................Book, $41.95
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SPANISH SPEAKING
ACTIVITIES (B)         
Spanish Speaking
Activities contains over
50 ways to get pupils to
talk to each other in
Spanish. It consists of
user-friendly photocopi-
able activities that facili-
tate oral communication.
The activities encourage

pupils to practice speaking autonomously, leading to
more pupil speaking time and less teacher speaking
time. Pupils also get to practice reading and writing
along the way. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 90 pages.
TES80686.............................................Book, $24.95

SPEAKING ACTIVITIES  
FOR ANY DAY OF THE WEEK(B)         
This fun activities book includes 24 chapters! Each
chapter has a one paragraph story about a fictitious
character from an Hispanic country of the USA
(Texas and Florida). Students receive their handouts
for the chapter, practice saying vocabulary words
aloud and listen to the teacher read the story aloud 
in Spanish. Students  then re-tell the story aloud in
Spanish, answer questions about it in Spanish, act out
a skit based on the reading and then complete a short

quiz about the reading. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 107 pages.
CAR1541............................................................................................Book, $24.95
CAR1541CD.........................................................................Book on CD, $20.95
CAR1541DL..................................................................Download (PDF), $18.95

LET'S CHAT! Creative Communicative
Activities for All Language Learners
Let's Chat! brings speaking back to the classroom
with 87 creative, innovative and highly interactive
activities to spark every level of verbal interaction
from beginner to advanced. Let's Chat! features
extensive examples in English, Spanish and French;
numerous vocabulary card and activity page tem-
plates; simple step-by-step instructions with many
optional extensions and variations; activities with 
the multiple intelligences in mind; interdisciplinary
exercises; and activities for beginning, intermediate

and advanced levels. Softcover, 8 1/2"x11", 160 pages.
DOL9401.........................................................................................Book, $24.95

PRACTICE MAKES
PERFECT: SPANISH 
CONVERSATION
Practice Makes Perfect:
Spanish Conversation 
is the go-to guide for
expanding your con-
versational fluency.
Organized into 12 units,
it presents realistic every-
day dialogues, followed
by helpful instruction on

correct syntax and word usage, as well as lots of
conversation-ready phrases. Each dialogue is also
followed by a variety of exercises that give the
opportunity to put new concepts into action and
encourage you to construct your own personalized 
conversation. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 186 pages.
86361.....................................................Book, $15.95

CHARLEMOS Y ESCRIBAMOS 
EN ESPANOL 
Chats are organized by grammatical complexity,
beginning with present tense and building to preterite
and imperfect, future, and subjunctive, and revolve
around common themes such as family, personality
and preferences. Chats progress from novice to 
intermediate, all in one book.  Spiralbound, 9"x11",
45 pages.
TDB4803................................................Book, $33.95

30 PROJECTS ON 
COMMUNICATING 
IN SPANISH
Looking for creative 
projects that are ready 
for your photocopier 
and classroom? You'll 
get complete project
handouts which include
directions, samples,
rubrics, and teacher "tips"
on getting more quality

out of your students. Softbound, 58 pages.
TDB145................................................Book, $47.95

DIBUJAR PARA HABLAR        
Recordando la fiesta, La familia anfitriona, y… 
¡¿El extraterrestre?! The activities in this book allow
students to read and speak correct Spanish while
using their creativity to illustrate and personalize 
topical vocabulary. Each activity includes 10 prompts
for students to interpret and draw, plus a show-and-
tell component to get them talking about their draw-
ings. All levels. Spiralbound, 8" x 11", 81 pages.
TDB6074................................................Book, $34.95
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RADIO XOIR
Students 
complete 
pre-listening,
listening and
post-listening
activities that
include radio
clips of pro-
grams from
Argentina,
Colombia,

Costa Rica, Mexico, Puerto Rico and
España. There are a total of 40 radio 
segments that include a variety of themes
such as soccer, weather, commercials,
news, sports, music, tango and more!
Great listening practice! Answer sheet 
is included. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
100 pages.
CAR603............Book/Audio CD, $27.95

SPANISH
COMMANDS 
EXERCISE
AND 
ACTIVITY
BOOK  

Students will learn more about regular 
and irregular commands while saying and
writing tú, usted, vosotros/as, ustedes
commands. Includes writing exercises,
poems, ads, and a theater section.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 48 pages.
CAR1534..............................Book, $19.95
CAR1534CD............Book on CD, $17.95
CAR1534DL....Download (PDF), $14.95

Mail your order to 
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576

REALIA FOR
THE SPANISH
CLASS    
With over 50 
different authentic 
culture items
including business
cards, maps, price
lists, soap, tooth
paste and cereal
ads, TV schedules, 
a subway map,

road signs, a calendar, a wedding invitation,
math problems, horoscopes, stamps and
more! Students answer questions based on the
realia and do speaking and writing activities
that relate to the realia being studied.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 115 pages.
CAR15508.................................Book, $25.95
CAR15508CD.............. Book on CD, $22.95
CAR15508DL.......Download (PDF), $19.95

HOW TO PREPARE FOR SAT II: 
SPANISH  (I-A)
The new SAT II in Spanish differs
from the old Achievement Test in that
it now includes a listening comprehen-
sion section. How to Prepare for the
SAT II: Spanish prepares students for
this new feature by including a com-
pact disc. The book contains ten up-
to-date full-length practice tests with
answers, grammar and vocabulary
review, and many reading comprehen-

sion passages. Questions are answered and explained. Softbound,
8-1/2"x11", 424 pages.
BAR75617................................................Book/Audio CD, $21.95

FIVE STEPS TO A 5 ON THE
ADVANCED PLACEMENT 
EXAMINATION–SPANISH,
With MP3 Disk, (A)
This guide is structured around an
ingenious Five-Step Plan. The first step
is to develop a study plan, the second
builds knowledge, the third and fourth
hone test-taking skills and strategies,
and the fifth fosters the confidence 
students need to ace the tests.Sample
tests simulate real exams and review

material based on the contents of the most recent tests.
Paperback, 8-1/2"x11", 330 pages.
32045.........................................................Book/MP3 Disk, $25.95

AP SPANISH 
FLASHCARDS (A)
Contains 450 flashcards to help you
achieve a higher test score. Cards are
arranged in four sections to help you
succeed with all AP question types.
Includes tips on strengthening your
reading, writing, speaking and listening
skills. Flashcard sorting ring enclosed

for customized study on-the-go. 450 cards, 2-1/2"x4-1/2".
BAR76102..........................................................Flashcards, $18.95

AP SPANISH – 
QUICK STUDY GUIDE
This three-panel reference guide is color
coded to present information in an easy-
to-use outline format. This guide helps
the student find information quickly,
helping to raise grades and make study
time more efficient. Each 8-1/2"x11"
panel is laminated and three-hole-
punched.
BCI2385.........................................$6.95
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BARRON'S AP SPANISH 
LANGUAGE  AND CULTURE
WITH AUDIO CD'S
Updated to reflect the most recent AP
Spanish Language and Culture exam,
this manual includes: Two full-length
practice exams; online audio that sup-
plements the book's practice exercises
and include audio sections for both
practice exams and offer listening and
comprehension practice; separate prac-
tice and review units that provide strate-

gies for improvement and cover: reading comprehension, writing, 
speaking, vocabulary, and grammar. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
632 pages.
BAR76829........................................Book/MP3 Audio CD, $26.95
BAR76751...................... Book/MP3 Audio CD/CD-ROM, $34.95

AP SPANISH LITERATURE 
HANDBOOK
Regardless of the anthology the teacher
utilizes, this handbook provides supple-
mental materials to help students con-
textualize each text on the AP Spanish
Literature exam. Each section contains:
bulleted points to help students under-
stand the time periods at a glance before
reading the selected texts; supplemental
sheets to help facilitate reflection and/or
discussion after students read the texts;

reflection questions that are aligned with the AP exam (answers are
also provided); and, finally, an appendix containing extra notes that
are subtopics within each time period. Spiralbound, 8"x11".
TDB5078.........................................62-Page Student Book, $28.00
TDB4927................................100-Page Teacher’s Manual, $43.95

PANORAMA CULTURAL:
22 Spanish-Speaking Countries
Students will be able first to research
products, practices, and famous
speakers from each country with
comprehension-based activities in
Spanish, then to demonstrate their
understanding as they go deeper into
specific themes, including the lives 
of four influencers from each coun-
try. Includes four project ideas per
country, a rubric for project grading,

and maps of each of the 22 Spanish-speaking
countries in the world. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 140 pages.
TDB6007.................................................................Book, $29.99

Multi-Media Background Materials

LECTURAS 
CULTURALES DE MEXICO
«Ay, ay, ay, ay, canta y no llores, porque
cantando se alegran, cielito lindo, los
corazones». For this reader, Paula
Twomey has compiled songs such as
these, in addition to legends, customs,
refranes, recipes, and stories that are
authentic to Mexico. Each reading selec-
tion is followed up with four activities
that will get your students to review the
content and practice their target lan-

guage skills while drawing, searching cultural content on the web,
writing personal reflections, answering comprehension questions,
filling in cloze activities, comparing and contrasting, categorizing,
and more. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 116 pages.
TDB6027.......................................................................Book, $29.99

LECTURAS CULTURALES 
DE ESPAÑA
«En un lugar de la Mancha, de cuyo
nombre no quiero acordarme, no ha
mucho tiempo que vivía un hidalgo»
(Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra). Paula
Twomey has compiled stories such as
this, in addition to legends, tongue
twisters, classic and modern songs,
news, recipes, and sports articles that
are authentic to Spain. Each reading
selection is followed up with four 

activities that will get your students to review the content and 
practice their target language skills while drawing, searching 
cultural content on the web, writing personal reflections, answer-
ing comprehension questions, filling in cloze activities, comparing
and contrasting, categorizing, and more. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 
118 pages.
TDB6026....................................................................Book, $29.99

LECTURAS CULTURALES DE
ARGENTINA
«Mi Buenos Aires querido, cuando yo 
te vuelva a ver, no habrá más penas ni
olvido». Paula Twomey has compiled
poems such as these, in addition to leg-
ends, stories, and a collection of histori-
cal accounts, recipes, and traditions with
sports and festivals that are authentic to
Argentina. Each reading selection is fol-
lowed up with four activities that will
get your students to review the content

and practice their target language skills while drawing, searching
cultural content on the web, writing personal reflections, answering
comprehension questions, filling in cloze activities, comparing and
contrasting, categorizing, and more. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 
104 pages.
TDB6025.......................................................................Book, $29.99
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ULTIMATE 
SOUTH AMERICA
Explore the heart of the
Amazonian rainforest, celebrate
Carnival in Rio de Janeiro, visit
the glaciars of Patagonia, scale
volcanoes, wander through the
ancient ruins of Machu Picchu
and the Lost City of the Tayrona,
trek to Angel Falls or tango till
dawn in Buenos Aires! Globe
Trekker's South America DVD

Box Set offers all these experiences and more! This 3-DVD
boxed set contains Bolivia, Peru, Brazil & Rio de Janeiro,
Chile & Easter Island, Venezuela, Columbia, Ecuador & the
Galapagos Islands and Argentina. In English.
PGD149…...........................................…3-DVD Set, $59.95

CUBA TODAY!
From the capital city of Havana to the 
beautiful seaport of Santiago de Cuba,
you will marvel at the forbidden natural
beauty of Cuba. Travel to Pinar del Rio
and visit the lush tobacco fields that pro-
duce the most sought-after cigars in the
world. See as sugar plantations and color-
ful towns unfold before your eyes, then
walk the beaches of Matanzas and Cuba's
colorful coastline. Cuban people welcome
visitors with open arms and their society,

with its blend of races and cultures, overflows with a friendly and
easy-going hospitality. (2012) 100 min. In English.
QUI4409…......................................................................DVD, $19.95

COSTA RICA
Cost Rica is the poster-child of eco-
tourism. Known as the happiest nation in
the world, Costa Rica is also ranked as
the "greenest" on the planet. This Central
American country encompasses rain
forests and magnificent mountain land-
scapes with hundreds of active volcanoes.
Visitors will enjoy the animated and live-
ly people and markets of Costa Rica's
capital, San Jose, and its interesting slice
of life in food, dancing and music. (2015)

120 min. In English.
QUI4478.........................................................................DVD, $19.95

ULTIMATE 
CENTRAL AMERICA (B-A)
Covers all of the countries of
Central America including
Honduras, El Salvador, Costa
Rica, Nicaragua, La Ruta
Maya, Belize, Guatemala and
Panama. (2008) 168 min.  
In English.
PGD93 ...............DVD, $34.95

RUNNING 
OF THE BULLS
The Festival of San
Fermin, Pamplona,
Spain is a deeply root-
ed week-long cele-
bration (July 6-14) 
of traditional and folk-
lore events.  It's most
famous event is the
Running of the Bulls
(encierro). Each morn-

ing for 8 consecutive days thousands of men,
boys, and some women run a few steps ahead of
six, 2000-pound charging bulls on the way to the
Bull Ring. The short run passes through four nar-
row streets of old Santo Domingo. Dressed in tra-
ditional white shirts and trousers with a red waist-
band and neckerchief, these runners display their
daring and courage in this world-famous run.
(80 min.) In English.
QUI8164...........................................DVD, $19.95

LAS
POSADAS:
CHRISTMAS
IN MEXICO
The focus is on 
the traditions
of Christmas 
in Mexico, not
so much on 
the religious
aspects.
Witness the

pure devotion of the Mexican people 
to their Virgin of Guadalupe, in addition
to feeling the love and power behind her
arrival and celebration. Enjoy the entire
Christmas holiday season from Dec. 12–
Feb. 2nd in Mexico City and Puebla,
Mexico. 2008. (25 min.) English and
Spanish.
TDV1570 ...........................DVD, $32.95

CINCO 
DE
MAYO
Maria 
and
Brett,
students
from
Cali-
fornia,
take 
you 

to the streets of Los Angeles to
experience the largest celebration
of Cinco de Mayo in the world.
Discover what the holiday means
and how it is celebrated. Fantastic
new video filmed on May 5, 2006.
25 minutes, English 
and Spanish.
TDV1426 ................DVD, $32.95



THE 
CULTURE 
OF 
MEXICAN
FOOD (B)
Step behind
the scenes
with Jason,
an
American
high school
student, and

Ester, a Mexican high school student.
Ester introduces Jason to a variety of
food during his stay. Discover the
spice, the flare, and the reality of the
contribution Mexican food has made
to the world. 2008 (30 min.) 
In English.
TDV1921 .......................DVD, $32.95

QUINCEAÑERA
From the 
preparations to 
the celebration,
share the
Quinceañera 
experience with
Marisol and her
family. Our guides
(Maria, a latina,
and Jessica, an
American high

school student), walk you through the many
aspects of this Mexican tradition. Spanish
and English, 2006. (25 min.)
TDV1428 ................................DVD, $32.95

FELIZ
CINCO 
DE MAYO
ACTIVITIES
BOOK 
What great fun
learning about
the history and
celebrations of
Cinco de Mayo
in Mexico and
the United

States with this book packed with great
activities and exercises. Includes customs,
fun projects, songs, plays, greeting cards,
recipes, crossword puzzles, word searches,
games and postcard activities. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 60 pages.
CAR1375…...........................Book, $21.95
CAR1375CD.............Book on CD, $19.95
CAR1375DL.....Download (PDF), $16.95
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VAN Y VIENEN: 
DIA DE MUERTOS VIDEO
Join Karen and Iván as they participate in the
first annual CDMX Mexico City's 2016 Día de
Muertos parade as the streets come alive with
color, spectacular costumes, masks, floats, and
flowers. Delve into myths, rituals, and legends 
like la Llorona on an evening cruise in a trajin-
era through Xochimilco canals. Visit a tradi-
tional market before making pan de muerto 
and calaveras de azúcar in Ocotepec, Morelos.
Walk the streets and experience the extravagant

altares built to honor local loved ones, and meet the people who created
them. Truly an unforgettable experience! 
TDV2655.................................................................................DVD, $29.95

EL DÍA 
DE  LOS MUERTOS
New dramatic footage to 
share with your students!
Join Itzli, a girl from
Mexico, and Derrick, an
American high school
student, to explore the
Day of the Dead with its
celebrations, preparations
and meaning in Oaxaca!
2005, 25 minutes,

Spanish and English.
TDV1383 ...........................................DVD, $32.95

ARTFUL INSTRUCTION-
SPANISH  
Artful instruction - Spanish 
provides teachers with a resource
for using the lives and works of
10 masters of Spanish and Latin
American art as a context for 
the acquisition of language and
culture. The instructional units
are in both Spanish and English.
Artful Instruction - Spanish also
includes a guide for teachers 

to help students understand, interpret and discuss works of
art. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 85 pages.
TL444................................................................Book, $24.95
TL444CD ............................................ Book on CD, $19.95
TL444D........................................Download (PDF), $17.95

LA VIDA Y LAS OBRAS DE
FRIDA KAHLO (I)  
Las dos Fridas, el Autorretrato
con pelo corto, El difuntito
Dimas, Frida y Diego, El camión,
and many more of Frida Kahlo’s
masterpieces will fascinate your
students. Analyze Frida’s life, 
the personal significance of her
heritage, and 11 of her master-
pieces at length through a reading
and accompanying activities,

written 100% in Spanish by a native speaker in the present,
preterite, and imperfect tenses. Black and white pages with
paintings in full color. Spiralbound, 8-1/2”x11, 64 pages.
TDB5997............................................................Book, $29.99
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NI UN DÍA
SIN
POESÍA 
(B-A)
30 poems by
22 Hispanic
poets will
give your
class an
insight into
Hispanic cul-
ture. Divided

into sections for both first-year and
intermediate-toadvanced students, this
book also gives a biography of the
poets, vocabulary hints and fun grammar
exercises with take-home assignments.
All levels. Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 
138 pages.
TDB89 ..............................Book, $42.95

LATIN AMERICA WRITERS - 
STUDY GUIDES
Introduce the life and works of great Latin American writers
with these study guides. Each contains background informa-
tion, exercises for developing vocabulary and reading com-
prehension, and topics for further discussion and research.
(23-30 pages.)

TL153 ...............................Gabriel Garcia Marquez,  $14.95
TL153CD ............Gabriel Garcia Marquez, on CD  $11.95
TL153DL .......Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Download (PDF),

$9.95
TL154 .......................................................................................Jorge Luis Borges, $14.95
TL154CD ....................................................................Jorge Luis Borges, on CD $11.95
TL154DL ....................................................Jorge Luis Borges, Download (PDF), $9.95

TL155 .........................................................................................Gabriela Mistral, $14.95
TL155CD ......................................................................Gabriela Mistral, on CD, $11.95
TL155DL ......................................................Gabriela Mistral, Download (PDF), $9.95

SPANISH/MEXICAN PAINTERS ACTIVITY PACKETS (B-A)
All activities are provided both in English and Spanish. Each packet includes:
1. A student research sheet.
2. A reading selection.
3. A set of discussion questions.
4. A student drawing sketch designed for students to color a particular 
painting from each painter.

5. A color overhead transparency to go along with the student drawing sketch.
6. Discussion questions based on the painting.
TL231 ...................................................................................Velázquez, $18.95
TL232......................................................................................El Greco, $18.95
TL233............................................................................................Goya, $18.95

TL234 .................................................................................................................................. Murillo, $18.95
TL235 ................................................................................................................................... Picasso, $18.95
TL236 ........................................................................................................................................Dalí, $18.95
TL237....................................................................................................................................Sorolla, $18.95
TL238 ....................................................................................................................................Rivera, $18.95
TL239......................................................................................................................................Kahlo, $18.95
TL240.................................................................................................................................... Orozco, $18.95
TL241 .........................................................................................................................Set of all 10, $170.00

Various Teaching Tools
FIESTAS (B-I)
Ten reading selections (in simple Spanish) with games and language learning activities teach
about holidays and celebrations in Spanish-speaking countries. Topics include: Dia de los
Muertos, La Quinceañera, Cinco de Mayo, Corridas de toros, Dia del Amor y la Amistad,
Parada Puertorriqueña, Mes de la Hispanidad, La Navidad, Semana Santa and Carnavales en
América Latina. Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 64 pages.
TL294 ........................................................................Book, $19.95
TL294CD......................................................Book on CD, $15.95
TL294DL..............................................Download (PDF), $13.95



BIG BOOK OF SPANISH REALIA, 
VOL. 1 & VOL. 2 (I-A)
Authentic pieces of "realia" from Latin
American countries gathered together
in this fantastic book – basic, definitive
Spanish Realia! Full of menus, maps,
recipes, brochures, on-site photo-
graphs, etc., over 1,000 snapshots of
Latin American life. Divided in 10 
categories such as Food, Fashion, Pop
Culture, Family and Home, Shopping,
etc., each with 15 activities. You can

reproduce all the pieces of Realia, use our activities and create
your own. Two three ring binders, 12"x11", 423 pages.
TDB3539 ....................................................Set of 2 Books, $96.95
TDB3539CD..................................................Book on CD, $93.95

675+ TIERED ACITVITIES FOR
SPANISH CLASS  
675+ Tiered Activities adjusts the
degree of difficulty of a particular task
to match various students' level of
readiness. With over 675 Tiered
Activities covering 75 topics with 
three levels (Basic, Proficient and
Advanced), this book will address all
of the skill levels within your World
Language class. All levels. 
10" x 11-1/2". 3-Ring Binder, 

170 pages.
TDB4221.....................................................................Book, $52.95

¡VAMOS A ESTUDIAR 
LA CULTURA DE LOS PAÍSES 
DEL MUNDO HISPANO! (B-A)
Add a little salsa to your classroom
with this culture activity book filled
with creative activities to teach
Hispanic culture and encourage class
participation. You'll find activities
based on holidays, food, newspapers,
music, community, geography, and
more. Geared for all levels of Spanish.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 109 pages.

CAR15802 ...............................................................Book, $21.95
CAR15802CD............................................. Book on CD, $19.95
CAR15802DL......................................Download (PDF), $16.95

101 IDEAS FOR THE SPANISH CLUB
Use the variety of ideas in this book to
plan activities for your Spanish club.
Charts help you organize committees,
materials, and other needed items. Decide
on the goal of the activity, where to hold
the event, time needed to plan and a target
date. A review-rating for each activity
helps determine if the activity was a suc-
cess. Use the mission statement page, the
initiation ceremony/script and certificate
to facilitate the operation of your Spanish

Club. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 122 pages.
CAR1528 .........................................................................Book, $26.95
CAR1528CD....................................................... Book on CD, $23.95
CAR1528DL................................................Download (PDF), $20.95

EASY 
SPANISH
ACTIVITIES
(B)
A fun and beauti-
fully illustrated
activity book
filled with activi-
ties such as
crossword puz-
zles, word
searches and

entertaining exercises specifically designed
to make learning enjoyable. Book reviews
basic conversational skills, salutations, the
alphabet, numbers 1-20, days and months,
colors, physical descriptions, food, sports,
countries, the city, activities, major holidays,
professions, the house, weather, time, parts
of the body, clothing, the family and
includes vocabulary lists for each subject.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 90 pages.
LFK1 ......................................Book, $25.95
LFK1DL.............Download (PDF), $20.95

LET'S
HAVE FUN 
WITH 
SPANISH
CULTURE
Let's Have
Fun with
Spanish
Culture con-
tains a treas-
ure of unusu-
al activities

that open the door to more than 45 cre-
ative cultural "adventures" for your stu-
dents. Every activity introduces a few
words of Spanish vocabulary and gives
useful background information on old
and new world Spanish culture.
Paperback, 8-1/2"x11", 200 pages.
CAR215 ............................Book, $29.95
CAR215CD ..........Book on CD, $26.95
CAR215DL...............Download (PDF),

$22.95

NUEVOS 
EJERCICIOS 
PARA LA
CLASE DE
ESPAÑOL
A continuation 
of the first
book, Easy
Spanish
Activities,
which also
reviews

Spanish vocab-ulary and the present tense
with fun activities. Covers subjects such
as: alphabet, family, numbers, profes-
sions, days, months, time, body parts,
adjectives, emotions, food, weather, cloth-
ing, colors, neighborhood, home, preposi-
tions, sports, transportation, present tense
of regular, irregular and reflexive verbs
and imperative. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
120 pages.
LFK18 .................................Book, $25.95
LFK18DL........Download (PDF), $20.95
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COMEDIAS CORTAS 
Comedias Cortas contains 
33 pithy, droll, lively and
engaging short plays (or long
skits) for students learning
Spanish at the late-beginner
to mid-intermediate level.
Written in Spanish, with
stage directions in English,
each "obrita" takes approxi-
mately 8-12 minutes to per-
form, and has roles for 3-8

actors. With the humor geared to the sensibilities of 
adolescent to adult readers, the skits in Comedias cortas
are one level higher in complexity from its popular
antecedent, Skinny Skits. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
160 pages.
DOL9425....................................................Book, $24.95

101 SKITS WITH A POINT  
OF VIEW EN ESPANOL 
And the skits are not your average skits. 
What sets  ¡Improvisaciones! apart from other
dialogue books is that each participant in the
dialogue presents a different point of view that
forces them to respond as if they were another
person outside of themselves ¡Improvisaciones!
Holds students responsible for higher learning
thinking skills in addition to developing new
vocabulary and grammatical structures.
Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 104 pages.

TDB4428..................................................................................Book, $41.95

SKITS AND/OR MOVINGMAKING 
IN SPANISH CLASS (B-I)
There are 15 fun skits in this book. All skits are
written entirely in Spanish.  The first five skits
about vocabulary themes are fun and present
ropa, tiempo, comida, partes del cuerpo and casa
as items emphasized.  The next three skits are
great fun to read and include som fun twists!
The last seven skits include zany situations at
these places: un mesón, el aeropuerto, de com-
pras, el mercado, una fiesta, el Día de la
Independencia en México and a Quinceañera!

Softcover,  8-1/2"x11", 54 pages.
CAR1569....................................................................................Book, $21.95
CAR1569CD................................................................. Book on CD, $19.95
CAR1569DL..........................................................Download (PDF), $16.95

SKINNY SKITS (B)
A collection of short, simple
and funny sketches for
beginning Spanish students.
This hilarious assortment of
skits reinforces objectives
commonly taught in first
year Spanish, including
introductions, alphabet,
classroom, body parts, tener
expressions, weather, sea-
sons, family, foods, clothing,

furniture, telling time and daily activities. Softcover,  
8-1/2"x11", 154 pages.
DOL6179.....................................................Book, $24.95

52 JOKES FOR YOUR 
STUDENTS TO TELL 
IN SPANISH
Students learn to tell
jokes in Spanish! Great
for vocabulary, speaking
and as cultural ice-
breakers. Includes a
short vocabulary/gram-
mar section, a teatro del
chiste, a culture section,
and a writing activity

section. Themes include jokes about doctors, Martians,
people from Galicia and Lepe, students, elevator, cars,
police, soccer and much more! Students work in pairs
while practicing and telling a joke. Reproducible.
Softcover,  8-1/2"x11", 54 pages.
CAR15707 .................................................Book, $21.95
CAR15707CD............................... Book on CD, $19.95
CAR15707DL........................Download (PDF), $16.95

JA JA JA!
Chistes para aprender Español
Los of laughs in 40 jokes for high
beginners and intermediate learners 
of Spanish - each with a comical illus-
tration, a glossary and easy questions
for familiarization of the content.
Softcover,  9"x6", 170 pages.
CPL629..........................Book, $17.95

!

MIGHTY MINI-PLAYS
for the Spanish Classroom (I)
A collection of 12 very humorous, original 
short plays designed for middle school and high
school intermediate Spanish students. These are
original plays with unexpected and irreverent
twists on everyday situations. The scripts use
vocabulary and structures based on basic first
year curriculum. Performance times are approxi-
mately 15 minutes. Featured are roles for 3-8
students per play, including stage directions and
production ideas. All plays offer suggested varia-

tions and require minimal sets, props and costumes.
DOL8028....................................................................................Book, $21.95



SNAPPY SPANISH
STARTERS
Use these snappy starters for
your Spanish class to review
basic vocabulary and gram-
mar for Level One Spanish.
Use them to keep students
engaged while you begin
class, take role, get organ-
ized, handle problems, etc.
The short activities in the
book include verb conjuga-

tion practice, tongue twisters, ser-estar, conocer-saber,
crosswords, word searches, spelling, riddles, guess
words, scrambled sentences, give the infinitives,
antonyms, commands, homonyms, missing letters, say-
ings and much more! Softcover, 8-1/2”x11”, 76 pages.
CAR1502....................................................Book, $23.95
CAR1502CD................................. Book on CD, $20.95
CAR1502DL..........................Download (PDF), $17.95

COGNATE
FRENZY EN
ESPANOL  

This game is filled with first-year level vocabulary
and pop culture items, as well as hundreds of cognates
to help your students realize how much Spanish they
already know just by knowing their own English lan-
guage! The game includes two vocabulary lists with
translations of all cards for any words your students
may not know right off the bat. Glossy cardstock in 
a storage box.
TDG650.................................................Game, $42.95

VERBO-SPANISH CARD GAME
VERBO™ is our version of one of the world’s
most popular card games! A Michigan Spanish
teacher's creation, VERBO™ reinforces verb
forms and helps students recognize different con-
jugations! The game plays just like UNO™. All
the rules remain the same except that players
change suit by laying down a card of the same
verb or verb form instead of using colors and
numbers. Just don’t forget to shout ¡VERBO!
when you have one card left!
72 cards.              $21.95 each.

TDG609…..........................................Present Tense-AR Verbs

TDG610…................................... Present Tense-ER/IR Verbs

TDG611…...................................Tense Stem Changing Verbs

TDG622…................................Present Tense Irregular Verbs

TDG892…................................Present Tense Reflexive Verbs

TDG893…................Present Subjunctive Regular -AR Verbs

TDG894….....Present Subjunctive Regular -ER & -IR Verbs

TDG895…..............Present Subjunctive Verbs with Irregular  
"yo" Forms & Stem-Changing Verbs

TDG896…..................Present Subjunctive Irregular Verbs & 
Orthographic (Spell-Change) Verbs

TDG623 ......................................….Preterite Tense-AR Verbs

TDG624…...................................Preterite Tense ER/IR Verbs

TDG625…..............................Preterite Tense Irregular Verbs

TDG626….................................................Imperfect-AR Verbs

TDG627…...........................................Imperfect-ER/IR Verbs

TDG628....................Future Tense Regular Verbs-AR/ER/IR

TDG630…..................................Future Tense Irregular Verbs

TDG631.....................Irregular Conditional-AR/ER/IR Verbs

CON TUS PALABRAS (B-I)
This entertaining game helps 
students learn and use verb forms 
and tenses. Players also develop
vocabulary and language skills 
associated with expressions of
time. Contains a colorful playing
board, 66 cards, dice and 
instructions.
DIS6777................Game, $24.95

EL REINO DE LOS ANIMALES (B)
In this card game players must recognize and 
collect the most number of animals, divided
into categories. Photographic playing cards
and bingo grids are used in the bingo game
and for other group games, encouraging
learning, revision and the correct use of basic
Spanish vocabulary and language structures.
Contains: 66 photographic cards, 36 grids for
bingo and other games, a guide with instruc-
tions and suggestions.
DIS2846...................................Game, $24.95

VIAJE POR ESPAÑA (B-I)
Players develop their knowledge
of Spain by simulating a road trip. The game
consists of a board that maps a route through
Spain. The "travelers" learn about cities, points
of interest and, customs and festivals. There are 
2 decks of 66 cards containing questions about
grammar, geography, idioms, vocabulary, history
and riddles. Instruction manual contains rules,
suggestions for other activities, information
about cities and Internet sites.
DIS4668 ........................................Game, $24.95
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SPANISH 
PHOTO BINGO
The bingo games are 8"x11"
and include 36 fullcolor
game cards. Bingo images
are over 1" square and have
the classic "free space" in
the middle. Great for 
reinforcement! All are made
with environment-friendly
cardstock and include a
reclosable plastic envelope

for storage.
TDG556  Animals ..............................................$24.95

TDG546  Body Parts .........................................$24.95

TDG550  Classroom Nouns ..............................$24.95

TDG553  Clothing .............................................$24.95

TDG586  Family ................................................$24.95

TDG552  Food ...................................................$24.95

TDG554  Fruit ....................................................$24.95

TDG557  Household ..........................................$24.95

TDG547  Professions .........................................$24.95

TDG588  Season & Weather ............................$24.95

TDG587  Time ...................................................$24.95

TDG549  Transportation ...................................$24.95

TDG5000  Set of All 12....................................$269.00

BINGO CHIPS
A package of approxi-
mately 300 bingo chips.
SDL500 ................$4.95

CAMPEONATO DE ESPAÑOL
(B-I)
Test your knowledge of Spanish
and Spanish-speaking countries
with this exciting game which
expands the student's language
learning experience through ques-
tions concerning culture, traditions,

geography, the environment, idioms and leisure activities. Contains: 
an illustrated board, two decks of 66 cards (2 levels of difficulty), 
60 colored stickers, a die and instructions.
DIS3752…...........................................................................Game, $24.95

LA ISLA 
DE LAS PREPOSICIONES (B)     
In this game players are asked to
identify the characters and objects
in the illustration. In doing so, they
develop an understanding of the use
of prepositions and accompanying
articles. Contains a colorful board

with an illustration of the island, a deck of 66 cards,  60 coins,
instructions, solutions and suggestions for further activities.
DIS3653................................................................................Game, $24.95

VAMOS AL MERCADO! (B)  
In this game the players try to be
the first to purchase all the items on
their shopping list. The game can
also be played as a bingo game.
Contains 66 cards showing food
and drink, 36 shopping lists that
can also be used as bingo cards,

instructions, suggestions for further activities, quizzes, recipes and 
figures of speech related to food.
DIS3707.................................................................................Game, $24.95

CUÉNTAME: 286 SPANISH
CONVERSATION CARDS
Enliven any class at any time! Easy 
conversation practice for all levels.
Each playing-card-sized card con-
tains a personal conversation-start-
ingquestion.Pairs or small groups
have cards with the questions for
students to ask and answer. An
idea-filled teacher's guide is
included in the box.
CPL564 ...................Game, $29.95

SUPER BIS-SPANISH (B)
Super Bis is an effective and fun
card game, based on matching
questions and answers. The game
contains 132 cards divided in ques-
tions (red cards) and answers (blue
cards). Each card presents a fun,
illustrated situation and a sentence
(question or answer).
DIS5922...................Game, $24.95

PREGUNTAS ENCADENADAS (B-I)
Preguntas Encadenadas is an entertaining game in which
players have to match answers with the appropriate ques-
tions as quickly as possible. The person who first gets
the correct answer, reads the next question. This fast and
fun game consists of 2 decks of 66 cards and an instruc-
tion manual containing rules of play, suggestions for
other activities, Internet sites and a selection of tongue
twisters. Preguntas Encadenadas is great for building
vocabulary, practicing questions and verb forms, and
developing communication skills through mini-dialogues.
DIS4712 .....................................................Game, $24.95



QUE TAL ESTAS? (I)
A card game with an illustrat-
ed playing board. Players have
to reach the finish line by
overcoming a series of trials
relating to the body, well-
being, and a healthy lifestyle,
sych as simple physical exer-

cise. Contains: A playing board, a numbered die, a die with colored
faces (yellow, blue, orange, purple, red, green), 132 game cards
divided into six categories, and an instruction booklet containing
ideas for extra activities.
DIS2792........................................................................Game, $24.95
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EL PLANETA EN
JUEGO (I)
A card game with an 
illustrated playing board.
Players must move along a
path that contains informa-
tion about an eco-friendly
lifestyle (recycling, energy

conservation, eco-friendly consumption) in order to reach the 
finish square. Contains: a playing board, a die, 60 photo cards, 
72 game cards, and an instruction booklet.
DIS2891..................................................................Game, $24.95

PREGUNTAS Y RESPUESTAS (B-I)
This game is designed to help students learn and
practice interrogative pronouns and adjectives.
It consists of a brightly colored poster of an
amusement park, cards with pictures of the peo-
ple and things in the park, and dice with ques-
tion words. The instructions include suggestions
and ideas for using the game in class. Contains
1 poster, 1 die, 66 cards and instructions.
DIS1680 ......................................Game, $24.95

SIGUE LA PISTA! (B)
How much do students know about
the Spanish speaking world? Teach
them about people, places, products
and points of interest while build-
ing language skills. Contains 66
photgraphic cards and instructions.
DIS9341...................Game, $24.95

!

BINGO DE LOS VERBOS (B-I)
This game is designed to provide
review and practice of verbs included
in basic vocabulary. Students are
asked to match written words with the
appropriate pictures. The instructions
provide suggestions for many varia-
tions of the game. Contains 66 cards,
36 game boards and instructions.
DIS1789 ......................Game, $24.95

¡TODOS DE FIESTA!
(B-I)
¡Todos de fiesta! is a
game of dominoes that
helps make learning verb
forms fun. It also devel-
ops students' vocabulary
and familiarizes them 

with aspects of Spanish culture using the theme of a free time
activity: a garden party. The game consists of 48 domino
pieces and an instruction booklet including the rules and
ideas for further activities.
DIS4767 ..............................................................Game, $24.95

¿QUIÉN ES? (B-I)
The aim of this card game is to
teach and/or review the vocab-
ulary involved in describing 
people. Each player draws a card
with the description of a person
on it. The others must then ask
yes/no questions to figure out 

the identity of the mystery person. Accompanying instructions provide
suggestions for many variations of the game. Contains 2 packages of
33 cards and instructions.
DIS1734 ...........................................................................Game, $24.95

DOMINÓ DE CADA DIA (B-I)
Dominó de cada dia is a fun and
engaging game that presents 
the daily actions of the likeable 
character, Granny Fixit, from the
moment she wakes up, to the
moment she goes to bed. The aim
of the game is to match the pic-

tures and sentences, conjugating the verb in the correct form. The game
contains 48 domino cards divided in two parts: each card has an illustra-
tion on the left-hand side and a description on the right-hand side.
DIS5878...............................................................................Game, $24.95

EL GRAN JUEGO 
DE LOS VERBOS (B-I)
A great new game to help 
conjugate verbs. Each 
student chooses a card
showing a verb in the
infinitive, throws 3 dice
(pronouns, tense deter-

miners, verbal forms), then builds a sentence according to the
outcome. 100 cards, 3 dice plus Teacher's Guide.
DIS3130 ...............................................................Game, $24.95



HAZ LA MALETA! (B)
In this entertaining game players
pack a suitcase using all the
items on a list. The game helps 
students learn, practice and 
correctly use words associated
with clothing and accessories.
Contains: a deck of 66 photo-

cards, a deck of 66 cards with clues and scores, an hourglass 
and instructions.
DIS9297….......................................................................Game, $24.95

!

CUCHARAS (B) 
Spanish Version of the Classic
Card Game Spoons
Students reinforce verbs in
Spanish.The first student who
gets two correct pairs of cards
(four cards total) grabs a spoon
from the middle of the group, and
the other students must grab the

remaining spoons. The student who does not grab fast enough and is
left without a spoon receives a letter in spelling of "Cucharas". At the
end of the game, the student with the least letters wins. Great for first-
year students. 15 minute play time; two to four players; 64 cards
3"x4"; 4 multi-colored spoons, all in a hard plastic storage box.
TDG734......Stem Changing Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $24.95
TDG733...........................Go Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $24.95
TDG732..............ER and IR Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $24.95
TDG731.......................... AR Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $24.95

3-IN-1 SPANISH
VOCAB GRAB  
CARD GAMES  
Practice food, 
animals, body parts,
classroom nouns
and clothing  vocab-
ulary with card
games! There are

three ways to play that students know and love: "El
Chupacabras" (Old Maid), "¡A pescar!" (Go Fish!) and
"Juego de pares" (matching game). No matter what
method your students choose, the goal is the same:
match the picture to the correct Spanish word! These
card sets are perfect for your visual learners, and can
remind your whole classroom that learning vocabulary is
FUN! Four players. Game contains 49 playing cards
and instructions. Beginning level. 
TDG741.................................. Food Card Game, $21.95 
TDG742.............................Animals Card Game, $21.95
TDG743........................Body Parts Card Game, $21.95
TDG744.............Classroom Nouns Card Game, $21.95 
TDG745............................Clothing Card Game, $21.95

VERB SLAP! SPANISH
GAMES 
Roll the subject pronoun die,
and when a verb card match-
ing it appears, be the first to
slap it! Slap fast and collect
cards to win, but look out for
wild cards; slap a mosquito
to get extra cards, but don't

slap a bee! Includes alternate instruc-
tions for a no-slapping version of play. Two to six players per
game. Each game includes one die, a deck of cards, answer
key, and a hard plastic storage box. 

TDG907..........Present Tense Regular -AR Verbs Game, $19.95 
TDG908...Present Tense Regular -ER/-IR Verbs Game, $19.95
TDG909.....Present Tense Stem-Changing Verbs Game, $19.95
TDG910................Present Tense Irregular Verbs Game, $19.95
TDG935...............................Preterite Tense vs. Imperfect Tense 

Game, $19.95
TDG936...........Imperfect Tense (Regular and Irregular Verbs)

Game, $19.95
TDG937................Preterite Tense Regular Verbs Game, $19.95

DADOS 
RAPIDOS-
THE 
SPANISH
WORD
GAME

Dados rápidos is a highly adaptable dice game that can be
played with all of your Spanish classes, levels 1 through
AP. Complete with variations and different forms of game
play, students play individually or with partners to correctly
spell, conjugate, and translate Spanish words. Two to four
players. All levels. Some assembly required.
TDG791..........................................................Game, $33.95

FICHAS CARD GAME (B/I)
Teach and reinforce high-fre-
quency verb conjugation with
this fast-paced game. Students
match the subject fichas with
the conjugated verb cards as
fast as they can! The student
who runs out of fichas first is
the winner! Three to five 
players. Each game contains
78 verb cards, one timer, one
answer key and materials to

make 80 fichas.
TDG788......................Present Tense Card Game, $47.95
TDG789............Present Subunctive Card Game, $47.95
TDG790...................Preterite Tense Card Game, $47.95
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200+
GAMES
FOR THE 
FOREIGN
LAN-
GUAGE
CLASS-
ROOM
This excel-
lent book is
crammed full
of games that

can be played in any foreign language 
classroom. Covers body parts, class-
room objects, clothing, countries/cities,
days, months, weather, family, food,
grammar, home, numbers, preposi-
tions/directions, time, alphabet, animals,
colors, commands, conversation, cul-
ture, and greetings. Formerly published
as 100+ Games and 100+ More Games
for the Foreign Language Classroom.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 64 pages.
CAR3529 ..........................Book, $19.95
CAR3529CD ........Book on CD, $17.95
CAR3529DL............Download (PDF), 

$14.95

ALPHABET
SOUP
Foreign
Language
Game Book
K -12,
Monolingual,
Friendly
Fun games
and activities
with exam-
ples in

English, Spanish, French and German!
Covers 26 categories including colors,
numbers, food, weather, time, house,
professions, nature, and more! Includes
adaptations for over 100 common chil-
dren's games, 20 simple matching card
game instructions, and more!
Paperback, 8-1/2"x11", 96 pages.
CAR504 ...........................Book, $16.95
CAR504CD..........Book on CD, $14.95
CAR504DL..............Download (PDF), 

$12.95

LARGE FLAGS OF SPAIN
Bring culture and color to your 
classroom. Decorate with a full-size flag of Spain!
PK 800 ..............2 ft. x 3 ft., $18.95
PK 900 ..............3 ft. x 5 ft., $27.95

SPANISH
NOTEPADS
Send a quick
note home when
your pupils have
excelled in
Spanish. Each
notepad meas-
ures 4" x 6" and
contains 60
sheets per pad
and includes a
handy distribu-
tion record on
the inside of the
front cover.
MIL419....

Fantastico 
Notepad,

$4.95
MIL420....

Muy Bien 
Notepad,

$4.95

THE FLAGS OF SPAIN, 
MEXICO AND PUERTO RICO
Desk or wall flags to create "atmosphere" 
in the classroom. Brightly colored nylon 
on ebonized staff with gift spear. Base is
also ebonized.
PKS-12 Spain
PKM-13 Mexico
PKP-14 Puerto Rico.   
Each 4"x6" Flag w/Base, $4.95

SPANISH VERB POSTERS
Set of 6 posters includes tener, 
al presente; estar, al presente; ser,
al presente; los verbos en "ar," al
presente; los verbos en "ir," en
presente; and los verbos en "er,"
en presente. 18"x24".
POS205 ............Set of 6 Posters,

$29.95
ENDINGS AND CONSTRUCTIONS 
SPANISH POSTERS (SET OF  7)
Hang each poster as you cover the information on it,
building a wall of endings/constructions for students 
to refer to! Set of seven posters. 13” x 19”, cardstock.
TDP1894 ...........................Bulletin Board Set, $29.75
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SPANISH VERB CHARTS
Set of 4 verb charts is a great addition to
your classroom decorations or use them
when teaching students specific verbs.
Verbs included in the set: SER, TENER,
ESTAR, IR. Posters are 11" x 17" on
glossy poster paper.
CAR1174...........Set of 4 Poters, $12.95

SPANISH VERB STRUCTURE 
POSTER SET
Teach the finer points of verb conjugation 
with this set of 8 verb posters. Each poster
conjugates: Comprar, Comer, Escribir, Yo, Tú,
El/Ella, Usted, Nosotros, Vosotros, Ellos/Ellas,
Ustedes. Each poster is 11" x 17" and printed
on glossy poster paper.
CAR11100..................Set of 8 Posters, $26.95

REGULAR SPANISH VERBS
CHART SET
Six 13 x 19-inch posters. Cardstock.
TDP2445............Set of 6 Poters, $25.50

ESSENTIAL IRREGULAR 
SPANISH VERBS CHART SET
Six 13” x 19” posters, on Cardstock.
TDP2446...Set of 6 Posters, $25.50

STEM-CHANGING SPANISH
VERBS CHART SET
Six 13” x 19” posters, on Cardstock.
TDP2447.....Set of 6 Poters, $25.50

CIRCUMLOCUTION SPANISH SIGNS
Keep your students speaking in Spanish with 
circumlocution phrases! Each sign in this set
prompts students to use the language they 
know to make meaning and talk about things
they don't know. Includes 18 different phrases 
to hang around your room and help students
navigate the TL. Set of 18 Signs, 19' x 6”, 
on Cardstock.
TDP2482.................Set of 18 Posters, $24.95

CHARACTER BUILDING SPAN-
ISH SIGNS (SET OF 12)
Help your students develop integrity
with 12 character building classroom
signs. Each sign includes a different
character trait-"Embrace Diversity,"
"Never Give Up," plus 10 more-all in
Spanish. Hang them all over your
room, and create a nurturing, hopeful
atmosphere in your classroom. Set of
12 signs. 19” x 7”. Cardstock.
TDP1849............Bulletin Board Set, 

$26.95

INTRO 
TO VERB
FORMS/
TENSES
SPANISH
POSTERS
(SET OF  4)
This poster
set gives
Spanish
example 

sentences (and English trans-lations) for
seven different tenses/forms. All examples
use the same verb and pronoun. Each
example is labeled with the name of the
tense/form it represents, and visual cues
within the illustrations help students to
identify when in time the action takes
place. Set of 4 posters. 13” x 19”, 
cardstock.
TDP1891 ......Bulletin Board Set, $17.00

SPANISH VERB CONJUGATION
BULLETIN BOARD SET
This bright, easy-to-read set is excellent
for mastering the confusing formal and
informal uses. Remind your students of
the proper root endings. Set of 8,
11"x17". Cardstock.
TDY231 .....Bulletin Board Set, $36.95
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SPANISH
MULTI-
PURPOSE
CARD SET
(Laminated)
36 versatile,
durable cards 
for chalkboards,
bulletin boards 
and flashcards.
Essential vocab-
ulary including

months, days, seasons, and weather. Cut out
and use these laminated cards for years.
4"x9" each.
POS206 .............................Card Set, $19.95

SPANISH DOOR SIGNS
Set of 6 signs includes ¡Hablar
español es divertido!; ¡Bienvenidos
a la clase de español!; Aquí se habla
español; ¡Sonrían y entren!; Leer un
libro es descubrir un nuevo mundo;
and Tengan una actitud positiva.
18"x8" each.
POS200 .......Set of 6 Signs, $12.95

SPANISH PHOTO POSTER SET
Set of 4 posters: ¡Caray! ¡Otro nuevo
verbo!; ¿Qué? ¿Hay examen hoy? ;
¡Oh no! ¡Me olvidé de mi tarea!; and
¡Tienes mi atención! 12"x18" each.
POS201 .......Set of 4 Posters, $12.95

SPANISH 
CALENDAR 
BULLETIN
BOARD SET
Stars and
swirls brighten
the day and
help teach
months/
days/weeks,
time, weather,
holidays, cul-
tural events,

counting, addition, subtraction, spelling, reading, and
more! Includes: 23-1/4"x17-1/2" Wipe-Off calendar,
2 sets of cling date markers, 12 month labels, 40 
holiday and special day markers, seasons piece with
sliding pointer, Wipe-Off birthday sign, weather sign
with 2 pointers, and yesterday/today/tomorrow piece.
62 pieces plus cling.
TR8321 ..........................Bulletin Board Set, $14.95

SPANISH
ALAHABET
POSTER
Cleverly 
illustrated full
color poster
provides
bilingual text
for words
matching
each letter of
the alphabet.

18"x24" on glossy paper.
LBP2009.............................Poster, $14.95

SPANISH PAST TENSE VERBS 
BULLETIN BOARD SET
This easy-to-read bulletin board set is
excellent for mastering Spanish past
tense -ar, -er and ir verbs. Remind your
students of the proper verb endings.
Available as a set of eight, 11"x17", 
on cardstock.
TDY278....Bulletin Board Set, $35.95

COMUNI-CARTAS,  Set 1
20 posters with 160 selected 
expressions to give students things
to say in class. On card stock, each
8-1/2"x11" card has 8 expressions
and their translations. Al agua
patos. Es un robo. Lo dudo. ¡Qué
asco! Se me olvidó. Dime todo.
Depende. ¡Arriba el son! ¡Así se
hace! De película . ¡Qué lío! There
are comments for many situations.
MFP0112 ............................$16.95

SPANISH PAST IMPERFECT VERBS 
BULLETIN BOARD SET
This stylish bulletin board set is excellent 
for mastering Spanish Preterito imperfecto,
ar, -er and ir verbs. Remind your students of
the proper verb endings. Available as a set 
of eight, 11"x17", on cardstock.
TDY282............Bulletin Board Set, $35.95

SPANISH CHARACTER EDUCATION
PHRASES BULLETIN BOARD SET
Set of 6 signs include: Aceptación,
Responsabilidad, Cooperación, Compasión,
Honestidad, Respeto. Each sign: 18"x8".
POS218..............Bulletin Board Set, $12.95



CLASSROOM PHRASES 
SPANISH SIGNS
Whether they're requesting that you speak
more slowly, announcing their "Aha!"
moment, or posing the #1 question of Spanish
students everywhere—"Can I go to the bath-
room?"—these easy-to-read illustrated signs

help keep students in the target language!Set of 12 signs, each sign: 7” x 19” on Cardstock.
TDP2176..............................................................................................Bulletin Board Set, $29.00
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QUESTIONS POSTER SET
Set of 8 beautiful printed posters that
display question words and their uses. 
Each glossy poster is 17"x11".
CAR11428....Set of 8 Posters, $21.95

ASK ME?
SPANISH 
BULLETIN
BOARD
SET
Help your
students ask
their top 10
questions in
Spanish. Our
student poll

reported the third most frequent query
was for water. Number two on the list:
asking for a pencil (or pen). I'll bet
you know what the number one is!
This bulletin board set includes your
humble request to say "please", plus
the top 10 questions printed on 
8"x11" cardstock
TDY275..............Bulletin Board Set, 

$28.95

SPANISH CONVERSE MORE POSTERS
Keep the conversation clear and flowing with
these 10 awesomely amusing and effective
memoryaids in full color. Great to use with
Cuéntame: 286 Spanish Conversation Cards,
or any time. Each poster is 11"x14-1/2" and
laminated to last. 
The ten useful sentences and questions are:
         ¿Cómo se dice?            No sé.

                                                                       ¿Qué quiere decir?       ¿Qué dijiste?
                                                                       ¿Cómo se pronuncia?   No entiendo.
                                                                       ¿Cómo se escribe?        No recuerdo.
                                                                       Habla más despacio, por favor.
                                                                       Prefiero no hablar de eso.
CPL656......................................................................................10 Poster Set, $22.95

SPANISH QUESTION WORD POSTERS
Keep the conversation going with these 10 awesomely
amusing and effective memory aids in full color. Great 
to use with Cuéntame: 286 Spanish Conversation Cards,
or any time. Each poster is 11"x14-1/2" and laminated
to last. 
The question words are: ¿ Cuándo?       ¿ Adónde?
                                          ¿ Cuánto (s)?   ¿ Cómo?
                                          ¿ Por qué?        ¿ A qué hora ?

                                                                                                        ¿ Qué?              ¿ Cuál ?
                                                                                                        ¿ Dónde?         ¿Quién (es)?
CPL649.........................................................................................................10 Poster Set, $22.95

WHERE IS THE SPIDER? 
SPANISH DIRECTIONS SIGNS
Some say no matter where you are,
you’re never more than three feet from
a spider!  Talk about direction words
using a situation that shows how
important they are. Seventeen pieces,
13 x 10 inches each. Cardstock.
TDP2364.......Set of 17 Signs, $35.00

SPANISH COMMON CLASSROOM 
PHRASES BULLETIN BOARD SET
Contains: Yo necesito ayuda., Hábla mas 
despacio, por favor., ¿Cómo seescribe....?, Yo
entiendo., Yo tengo una pregunta., ¡No hay de
qué!, Yo no sé., Repite, por favor., Cómo se 
dice "....." en espanol?, Yo no intiendo., Yo sé la
respuesta., ¿Qué significa ....? Each Sign: 18"x8". 
POS210......................................Set of 12, $22.95

SPANISH COMMAND SIGNS
Giving instructions in the target lan-
guage is a natural way to incorporate
command forms! Point to the sign
when you use the word—easy-to-read
text and helpful illustrations visually
support your directions. Ten 6” x 19”
signs on Cardstock.
TDP2312....................Set of 10, $29.00
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CLASSROOM RULES 
IN SPANISH
Six signs printed on 8-1/2"x11" card
stock set the tone and standards for
your classroom. Use positive messages
to let students know what you expect.
TL50 ............................................$6.95

MORE CLASSROOM RULES  
IN SPANISH
Six signs printed on 8-1/2"x11" card
stock give standards for behavior and
study skills. Posting your expectations
in Spanish is true authentic instruction!
TL99 ............................................$6.95

TEEN FAVES SPANISH
REJOINDER SIGNS
Want students to converse in
the target language? Give
them phrases that represent
the range of typical teenage

responses: "Gross!," "Cool!," "It's obvious," "I know, right?", and more. Twelve
6” x 22” posters on Cardstock.
TDP2233....................................................................Bulletin Board Set, $29.00

INFLUENTIAL
HISPANICS 
BULLETIN
BOARD SET
Show the diversity
of modern Hispanic
influence from a
variety of occupa-
tions. Surprise your
students with the
variety of real peo-

ple making a difference in such fields as fine
art, space travel, sports and business. Contains
12, 8"x11" posters printed on cardstock.
TDY234................Bulletin Board Set, $36.95

MUJERES REVOLUCIONARIAS 
SPANISH MINI-POSTER SET
Selena, Frida, Celia, Evita… many of the first
names of these influential women conjure up
strong emotions when they are brought up.
What better way to inspire your students than
to remind them of these 15 revolutionary
women? They hail from a variety of Spanish-
speaking countries, and each made astounding
achievements, showed incredible strength, and
contributed immensely to society. Each poster
details the woman’s name and contribution,

plus her country of birth—or roots, if born in the United States. Set of 15
posters. 13” x 19” inches each, on Cardstock.
TDY337...........................................................Bulletin Board Set, $41.99

DAY OF THE DEAD BULLETIN BOARD SET
El Día de los Muertos ha sido celebrado en México 
y en otras partes del mundo por siglos… This new,
updated 12-piece bulletin board set includes 
explanations and colorful art depicting:
¿Qué es el Día de los Muertos?
Los ancestros
El altar y las ofrendas
La flor de cempasúchil
El papel picado
El pan de muerto
Las calacas
Las calaveritas de azúcar
La resina de copal
El cementerio
Los desfiles de comparsas
Los objetos cristianos
One 35 x 11-inch banner and eleven 
17” x 11”cards on Cardstock.
TDY340........................Bulletin Board Set, $35.95

CALENDARIO 
DE ARTISTAS 
HISPANOS
This calendar allows
you to write in the
months, so you can
start using it at any
time whatsoever, and
prominently features

13 of the most well-known Hispanic artists hailing from a
variety of countries. Use this calendar to start a discussion,
a unit, or a project on art and/or artists in your classes. 
Saddle-stitched paper. 8” x 11”, 26 pages.
TDE2071..................................................Calendar, $13.95

GREETINGS SPANISH 
BULLETIN BOARD SET
Say ¡Hola! to your students with this
bulletin board set. Includes nine greet-
ings and phrases in Spanish. Nine
cards. 19” x 6”, on  Cardstock.
TDY342..........Set of 9 Posters, $14.95
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COMMON SENSE
RULES SPANISH
MINI-POSTER SET
Sé puntual. Haz un
buen trabajo. Remind
students of basic 
classroom rules with
this set of 15 mini-
posters. 15 posters. 

13” x 9” each on Cardstock.
TDY333.....................................Bulletin Board Set, $29.95

QUESTION WORDS SPANISH SIGNS 
What's stopping you from posting the interrogatives?
When will you get around to it? How will kids learn
these important words if you don't get this set? Who else
will teach them? OK, OK, we'll stop with the ques-
tions—but wait, one more! Where are you going to hang
these? Ten 7” x 19” posters on Cardstock.
TDP2145..............................Bulletin Board Set, $25.00

ESSENTIAL SPANISH REJOINDER SIGNS 
Teach your students the short common phrases that help
to sustain conversations. These phrases can be used with
anyone—complete strangers, grandmas, soccer hooli-
gans—you name it. Twelve 6” x 22” posters on
Cardstock.
TDP2232..............................Bulletin Board Set, $29.00

MERCADOS HISPANOS 
BULLETIN BOARD SET
The Spanish culture is best shown with
authentic photos of how they live their daily
lives. Display the fresh produce, chocolate,
flowers, meats, and fish that Spain and Latin
America is known for. Set of fourteen 
12" x 12" authentic photos printed on
heavy card stock.
TDY317.............Bulletin Board Set, $35.95

SPANISH REGIONAL FOODS  
BULLETIN BOARD SET
Teach your students about the 
culture through their stomachs. Your students
will be fascinated with the types of food avail-
able throughout the Spanish-speaking world.
Show them jamón ibérico from Spain, pozole
from Mexico, and how many countries have a
type of empanada. Each of the 12 cards high-
lights a specific dish, the regions where it is
most commonly found, and an explanation of

what it is. 11 x 17 inches. Cardstock. 12 cards.
TDY303...........................................................Bulletin Board Set, $35.95

BASIC
SPANISH
POSTERS #1
Set of 6
posters.
Includes col-
ors & shapes,
alphabet,
numbers, days
of the week,
months of the

year, and seasons. Each poster is 11" x
17" and printed on high-quality glossy
paper.
CAR11915........Set of 6 Posters, $21.95

BASIC
SPANISH
POSTERS #2
Set of 6
posters.
Includes
weather, fami-
ly, feelings,
vocabulary,
parts of the
body, and

clothing. Each poster is 11" x 17" and
printed on high-quality glossy paper.
CAR11916........Set of 6 Posters, $21.95

BASIC
SPANISH
POSTERS #3
Set of 6
posters.
Includes time,
classroom
objects, ani-
mals, food,
fruits, and
vegetables.

Each poster is 11" x 17" and printed 
on high-quality glossy paper.
CAR11917........Set of 6 Posters, $21.95

PRONOUNS PRO  
SPANISH POSTERS
Post each group as you teach it. 
Set of four posters, 15” x 13”
each. Cardstock.
TDP2019........Set of 4 Posters, 

$17.00
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SPANISH POSTERS-
SET 1
A beautiful set of Spanish
posters ideal for the 

classroom or
playroom.
Perfect for
Spanish lan-
guage teachers
and for 
parents teach-
ing Spanish to
their children.
In English and
Spanish.
Complete set of
all 5 posters
contains:

Colores/Colors; Numeros/Numbers;
Los Dias de la Semana/Days of the
Week; La Familia/The Family: El

Tiempo/Weather. Each poster is 11" x 17".
LBP3333...........................................Set of All 5 Posters, $39.95

SPANISH POSTERS-SET 2
A beautiful set of Spanish
posters ideal for the classroom
or playroom. Perfect for
Spanish language teachers 

and for parents teaching
Spanish to their children.
In English and Spanish.
Complete set of all 5
posters contains: Regions
of Spain; Physical Map 
of Spain; Mi Cuerpo/My
Body;   Como Te
Sientes?/How Do You
Feel?; Las Estaciones/
Seasons. Each poster is
11" x 17".
LBP4444........ Set of All 5 

Posters, $39.95

?

SOUTH AMERICAN
COUNTRIES  
BULLETIN 
BOARD SET   
Discover each
Spanish speaking
South American coun-
try with large, colorful,

unique images. The ¿Saben ustedes? cards show each coun-
try's interesting facts, currency, population,capital, national
flag, and more. Nine 11" x 17" posters, plus nine 5" x 6"
information cards.
TDY306.......................................Bulletin Board Set, $35.95

CENTRAL 
AMERICA AND 
THE CARIBBEAN
COUNTRIES 
BULLETIN 
BOARD SET    
Discover each 
Central American 

and Caribbean country with large, vibrant images. The
¿Saben ustedes? cards show each country's interesting 
facts, currency, population, capital, national flag, and more. 
Ten 11" x 17" posters, plus ten 5" x 6" information cards.
TDY307.....................................Bulletin Board Set, $35.95

REGIONS 
OF SPAIN POSTER    
This map features all 
19 regions of Spain,
including the Canary
Islands, Balearic
Islands, and the
autonomous cities

Ceuta and Melilla. 27” x 19”, Laminated. 
TDP2330.........................................................Poster, $12.00

BODY PARTS
SPANISH
POSTER
19” x 27”,
Laminated.
TDP2287........

Poster, 
$16.00

PASTRY SPANISH POSTER
Concha, elote, puerquito—
26 colloquial names for classic
Hispanic desserts. 19” x 27”,
Laminated.
TDP2309...........Poster, $12.00
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MAP OF SPAIN
Ideal for reference or display, this finely
detailed political map features National
Geographic's distinctive cartographic
style, with colorful boundaries and beau-
tiful shaded relief. Laminated. 31"x20".
NG92685 ......................................$19.95

MAP OF MEXICO
Ideal for reference or display, this finely
detailed political map features National
Geographic's distinctive cartographic
style, with colorful boundaries and beau-
tiful shaded relief. 31"x21", Laminated.
NG5029X .....................................$19.95

MAP OF CENTRAL AMERICA
Ideal for reference or display, this finely
detailed political map features National
Geographic's distinctive style, with 
colorful boundaries and beautiful 
shaded relief. Laminated, 30"x24".
NG50249 ....................................$19.95

MAP OF SOUTH 
AMERICA
Ideal for reference 
or display, this 
finely detailed 
political map 
features National
Geographic's dis-
tinctive cartographic
style, with colorful
boundaries and
beautiful shaded

relief. Laminated, 36"x46".
NG50192 ................................................$19.95

SPANISH
MAP
This color
map of Spain
highlights
the major
cities, 
cultural land-
marks and 
surrounding
countries. All
text is in

Spanish. Laminated, 16"x23".
MIL410 ...................................$12.95

INSPIRED
MINDS-

SPANISH BULLETIN BOARD SET
Help your students be positive with 12
Inspired Minds classroom signs. Each sign
includes a different affirmation—"I choose
to be happy," "I am limitless," plus 10
more—all in Spanish. Hang them all over
your room, and create a nurturing, hopeful
atmosphere in your classroom. Set of 
12 signs. 19” x 7”. Cardstock. Not 
laminated.
TDP1720.........Bulletin Board Set, $26.95

ARTISTAS EN ESPAÑA 
BULLETIN BOARD SET
Goya, Miro, Guadi and more
are all in one set. Bring the
Spanish influential artists
into your classroom. 11
cardstock prints, 11" x 17".
Note there are two extras
included. These contain
very mild nudity and possi-
ble smoking.
TDY283.......Bulletin Board 

Set, $35.95

FRIDA KAHLO
SPANISH POSTER
“Feet: why do I want
you if I have wings to
fly?” 19” x 27”,
Laminated.
TDP2349.........Poster, 

$12.00

ARTISTAS DE LATINO
AMÉRICA BULLETIN
BOARD SET
Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo,
Roberto Matta, Benito
Martín and more are all 
in one set. Bring the some 
of the best Latin American
artists into your classroom.
Fourteen cardstock prints, 
11" x 17".
TDY292.......Bulletin Board

Set, $35.95

REFRANES DE DON QUIJOTE
MINI-POSTERS - SET OF 13
Simple words, rich with meaning—
there are no better windows into a
culture than its well-worn sayings!
These refranes, often used to comic
effect in the pages of Cervantes’ Don
Quijote, reflect the values and atti-
tudes of 17th-century Spain, but vari-
ations are often heard all over the
world, even today! Thirteen 12” x
12” posters, on Cardstock.
TDP2374....Set of 13 Posters, $29.00
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Miscellaneous

SPANISH PHOTOGRAPHIC BORDERS
Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin
board borders. Sure to brighten any classroom. Each
border measures 3"x 40". There are 12 identical 
borders per pack, for a total of 40 feet.
MIL403..............................................Borders, $10.95

SPANISH BORDERS
Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board 
borders. Sure to brighten any classroom. Each border measures
3"x40". There are 12 identical borders per pack, for a total 
of 40 feet.
MIL407...............................................................Posters, $10.95

This Spanish flag bunting makes an ideal 
decorative trim for a classroom bulletin board
or blackboard. There are 20, 6"x9" cloth flags
on a 20' white line.
MIL406..................................Bunting, $29.95

SPANISH SUPER STICKERS
Large 1" in diameter circular stickers.
Package contains 125 stickers with the 
4 following expressions: ¡Magnifico!; 
¡Muy Bien!; ¡Excelente!; ¡Fantàstico! 

MIL400.........................Spanish Stickers, $6.95

SPANISH
CALENDAR
Practice days 
of the week,
months of 
the year and

weather daily with this Spanish Classroom Calendar. It is laminated
for write-on, wipe-off use. 23"x16".
MIL401.....................................................................Calendar, $12.95

SPANISH MINI
STICKERS
Little stickers to
reward great work
in Spanish class,
your pupils will
be delighted to
receive one of
these whatever
age they are! 121
each of 5 designs
for a total of 605
stickers. About
1/2” in diameter.
MIL411................

Spanish
Stickers, $6.95

WELCOME 
TO THE SPANISH
CLASSROOM KIT 
Everything you need to
add color and culture to
your Spanish classroom!
Kit contains: (1) MIL400
Spanish Super Stickers
(125 count); (1) MIL404
Spanish Super Stickers
(125 count); (1) PKS12

Flag of Spain (4"x6") with base; (1) PKM13 Flag of Mexico (4"x6") with base; (1)
PK240 Spain Lapel Pin; (1) PK534 Spain/America Lapel Pin; (1) PK185 Mexico
Lapel Pin; (1) PK479 Mexico/America Lapel Pin; (1) MIL403 Spanish Borders;
(3) TDW164 Hurray for Spanish Pencils (36 pencils total) and (1) TL50
Classroom Rules in Spanish; (1) TL99 More Classroom Rules in Spanish..
TL464.....................................................................................Classroom Kit, $49.95
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SPAIN 
LAPEL PIN  
What better way to
show your Spanish
pride then with our
Spain pins. They

make great gifts and are an inexpensive
way to bring a smile to your students or
friends. Approximately 3/4"x3/4". (Only
$1.79 each if ordering 20 or more.)
PK240..............................................$1.99

SPANISH SUPER STICKERS-SET 3
Large 1" in diameter circular stickers.
Package contains 125 stickers with 

the 5 following expressions: 
¡Magnifico!; ¡Muy Bien!; ¡Excelente!; 

¡Estupendo!; ¡Fantastico!. 
MIL404............Spanish Stickers, $6.95

SPANISH SUPER "SPARKLE" 
STICKERS-SET 4
Large 1" in diameter circular stickers.
Package contains 125 stickers with the 
5 following expressions: ¡Muy Bien!;
¡Excelente!; ¡Que bien!; ¡Estupendo!;
¡Fantastico!.
MIL405.............Spanish Stickers, $6.95

SPAIN/AMERICA LAPEL PIN 
What better way to show your Spanish
pride then with our Spain pins. They
make great gifts and are an inexpensive

way to bring a smile to your students or friends. Approximately
3/4"x3/4". (Only $1.79 each if ordering 20 or more.)
PK534....................................................................................$1.99

MEXICO 
LAPEL PIN 
What better way
to show your
Mexican 
pride then with

our Mexico pins. They make great gifts
and are an inexpensive way to bring a
smile to your students or friends.
Approximately 3/4"x3/4". (Only $1.79
each if ordering 20 or more.)
PK185...........................................$1.99

PREMIO DE
EXCELENCIA
MEDAL 
Reward and motivate
students with a prize
for merit. These
medals are made of
metal with a durable
long-lasting finish
and come on a red
ribbon. Medal 

measures 50mm in diameter. 
MIL422..................................Medal, $4.95

MEXICO/AMERICAN LAPEL PIN 
What better way to show your Mexican
pride then with our Mexico pins. They
make great gifts and are an inexpensive

way to bring a smile to your students or friends. Approximately
3/4"x3/4". (Only $1.79 each if ordering 20 or more.)
PK479.....................................................................................$1.99

APPLAUSE  STICKERS®
It's easy to inspire children with Applause Stickers®. The esteem-boosting messages and
collectible designs make them ideal for all occasions. Each 100-sticker pack includes 10
different designs.
TR47122.............................................................................Spanish Hooray Words, $2.99

SPANISH
STAMPERS
Set of six
contains: 
Bien Hecho,
Feliz
Cumpleaños,
Trabajo
Excelente,
Tremendo

Trabajo, Buen Trabajo, Brillante.
Self-inking.
CCEJ100 ................................$22.95
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HURRAY 
FOR SPANISH
PENCILS
Show students
your love of
Spanish! One
dozen No.2 
pencils. ¡Viva 
el español!
TDW164..........

Spanish  
Pencils, $2.49

MUY BIEN-STATIONERY SET
These Muy Bien Stationery Sets make a great reward 
or gift for your pupils. Each pack contains 12 pencils, 
12 rulers and 12 erasers.
MIL408.................................... Stationery Sets, $24.95

MUY BIEN WRISTBANDS
Colorful reward wristbands with an encouraging message in
Spanish, ideal for your budding linguists. Wristbands measure 
8-3/4”x1-1/4” and have adjustable sticky ends. 30 per pack.
MIL418........................................................Wristbands, $6.95

SUPERSPOTS® STICKERS
Little circles that are just the right size.
Child pleasing, positive messages and
appealing designs. Each pack has six
different designs and 800 stickers!
TR46174 ......Spanish Praisers, $3.29

SPANISH STICKER PACK
Ten sheets of assorted sizes.
1,300 stickers in total.
MIL409.............Sticker Pack, 

$17.95

CERTIFICADO
DEL MÉRITO
Every student
should feel the
sense of accom-
plishment at the
year’s end. 20 
per pack, 6”x8”.

MIL423......Map,
$7.95

MIL417......Buen
Trabajo, $7.95

SENOR TACO &
FRIENDS SPANISH 
STICKERS  
Señor Taco and his
friends have positive
messages for your

Spanish students! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of
60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures 1" x 1-1/2".
TDE1666...............................................................................60 Stickers, $1.49

SEROSAURUS
SPANISH STICKERS
Hand out friendly
dinosaurs with praise
using the Spanish verb
ser! Stickers feature 

a  pterodactyl that tells students, "You're nice!", a T-rex that says, "you're
brilliant!" and more. Three sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a
total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures 1"x1".
TDE1856............................................................................. 60 Stickers, $1.49
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HAND-LETTERED 
SPANISH STICKERS
Hand-lettered text is everywhere
these days, including these stickers!
Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color
stickers, for a total of 100 stickers.
Each sticker measures approxi-
mately 1” x 1”.
TDE1912.........100 Stickers, $3.00

EMOJI 
SPANISH STICKERS
Communicate with
your students in a lan-
guage they under-
stand—icons like what
they use to talk to each
other! Ten different
emoji symbols. Five
sheets of 20 assorted
full-color stickers on
holographic foil, for a
total of 100 stickers.
Each sticker measures
approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1913................100 

Stickers, $3.00

FOREST FRIENDS
SPANISH STICKERS
From a debonair deer 
in a turtleneck to a
geek-chic rabbit, these
forest creatures know
how to accessorize.
Five sheets of 20
assorted full-color
stickers on shiny foil,
for a total of 100 
stickers. Each sticker
measures approxi-
mately 1” x 1”. 
TDE1914 ...............100 

Stickers, $3.00

SPACE CATS 
SPANISH STICKERS 
Cats are cool, and space
is cool—why not cats in
space?  Five sheets of 20
assorted full-color stick-
ers on holographic foil,
for a total of 100 stickers.
Each sticker measures
approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1915...................100 

Stickers, $3.00

SUGAR SKULLS 
SPANISH STICKERS 
Brightly decorated sugar
skulls are printed on
holographic foil for a
stunning glittery effect!
Your students will love
these year round, not 
just for Day of the Dead!
Ten sheets of 10 assorted
full-color die-cut stick-
ers, for a total of 100
stickers. Each sticker
measures approximate-
ly 1” x 1”.
TDE1916..................100 

Stickers, $3.25

HASHTAG 
SPANISH STICKERS
Your students love 
to categorize their
tweets and facebook
posts with hashtags.
Now you can tag their
work as #fabuloso and 
#muybien. These sheets
of 20 assorted full-
color stickers, for a
total of 60 stickers.
Each rectangular 
sticker measures 1"x1".
TDE1857......................

60 Stickers, $1.49
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PAPEL PICADO
SPANISH STICKERS   
Classic calavera 
images by the famous
Mexican artist Jose
Guadalupe Posada and
delicate papel picados
make these stickers
cool all year long, but
especially for Day of
the Dead! Three sheets
of 20 assorted full 
color stickers, for a
total of 60. Each sticker
measures over one 
inch across.
TDE1669.................60 

Stickers, $1.49

SPEECH 
BUBBLES 
SPANISH 
STICKERS 
Let your students 
know they’ve done
great work with
these eye-popping
Spanish stickers!
Three sheets of 20
assorted full color
stickers, for a total
of 60. Each sticker
measures over one
inch across.
TDE1668.............60 

Stickers, $1.49

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
SPANISH STICKERS 
These new birthday
stickers have more 
colors and styles than
past versions! Three
sheets of 20 assorted f
ull color stickers, for a
total of 60 stickers. Each
round sticker measures
over one inch across.
TDE1863...................60 

Stickers, $1.49

SIGHTS OF 
LATIN AMERICA
SPANISH 
STICKERS   
Famous places and 
exotic animals of
Latin America deco-
rate these Spanish
praise word stickers!
Three sheets 
of 20 assorted full 
color stickers, for a
total of 60 stickers.
Each rectangular
sticker measures 
1" x 1-1/2".
TDE1663............60  

Stickers, $1.49

TXT MSG 
SPANISH STICKERS
Since your students love 
to abbreviate things and are
always trying to be funny,
they are sure to love getting
an mdr (muerto de risa) or 
a gnl! (Genial !) from you.
Three sheets of 20 assorted
full-color stickers, for a total
of 60 stickers. Each round
sticker measures approxi-
mately 1 inch across.
TDE1877..........60 Stickers, 

$1.49

BELIEVE SPANISH STICKERS  
El chupacabra says, "Be Yourself," unicorns say,
"You Are Magical," and Bigfoot says, "Nothing 
Is Impossible!" Who would know better about 
the power of believing in oneself than these guys?
Three sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for
a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker
measures approximately 1 x 1 inch.
TDE1878...................................60 Stickers, $1.49



SMILE SPANISH STICKERS
Give your students something to
smile about! Five sheets of 20
assorted full-color stickers, for a
total of 100 stickers. Each round
sticker measures approximately 
one inch across.
TDE2067....100 Stickers, $2.50

SWEET SUCCESS SPANISH STICKERS
Students savor their success when you reward
them with stickers featuring Spanish and Latin
American sweets! Five sheets of 20 assorted 
full-color stickers, for a total of 100 stickers. 
Each round sticker measures approximately one
inch across.
TDE2064.............................100 Stickers, $2.50
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FELIZ NAVIDAD
STICKERS  
Large 1" in diameter
circular stickers.
Package contains
125 stickers.
MIL421............125  

Stickers, $6.95

OMBRE DOT 
SPANISH STICKERS  
¡Genial! Get almost 
1,000 stickers with 
a hand-colored ombre
design. Stickers 
feature four different
positive affirmations.
960 half-inch stickers.
TDE2061........Stickers,

$7.99

CALAVERAS STICKERS
Five designs, 100 stickers per pack. Approximate
sticker size is one inch.
TDE2070...............................100 Stickers, $2.50

HISPANIC ARTIST SPANISH STICKERS
Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers featuring artists Frida
Kahlo, Diego Rivera, Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dalí, and Aurora
Reyes, for a total of 100 stickers. Each round sticker measures
approximately one inch across.
TDE2073..........................................................100 Stickers, $2.50

PASSPORT STAMP
SPANISH STICKERS
Stickers feature the flags
of five Spanish-speaking
countries from around the
world: Mexico, Spain,
Equatorial Guinea, Peru,
and Puerto Rico. Five
sheets of 20 assorted full-
color stickers for a total of
100 stickers. Each round

sticker measures approximately one inch across.
TDE2074................................................................................100 Stickers, $2.50
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LAROUSSE CONCISE 
SPANISH/ENGLISH-
ENGLISH/SPANISH 
DICTIONARY
More than 90,000 references and
120,000translations enable users 
to expand their knowledge of these 
languages. Includes generous cover-
age of idioms, grammar, phrasal
verbs, and Latin-American usage.
Paperback, 5"x7-3/4", 1280 pages.
LKC092 ................................$12.95

LAROUSSE MINI
SPANISH/ENGLISH
ENGLISH/SPANISH
DICTIONARY
Over 30,000 references
and 40,000 translations,
with complete coverage
of most useful keywords
and phrases. An ideal
companion for tourist or
student. Paperback,
3"x4-3/8", 640 pages.
LKC030 ....Book, $5.95

Books and Dictionaries

MERRIAM-WEBSTER'S
SPANISH-ENGLISH 
DICTIONARY
A bilingual, bidirectional
guide to Spanish and
American English, including
Latin-American Spanish.
Contains 80,000 words and
phrases.
Perfect for all skill levels.
Abundant examples of 
words used in context.

Paperback, 4-3/4"x6-3/4", 
800 pages.
MWI8248 ....................$6.95

LAROUSSE POCKET
SPANISH/ENGLISH– 
ENGLISH/SPANISH
DICTIONARY
Students and travelers
will find this dictionary
an essential aid for 
mastering a wide range
of conversational and
written Spanish. Contains
over 80,000 translations,
all presented in a clear
and easy-to-read format.
Softcover, 4-1/4"x7", 
800 pages.
LKC490 ......Book, $6.95

DICCIONARIO 
DE LA LENGUA
ESPAÑ0LA 
ESENCIAL (Essential
Dictionary of the Spanish
Language)
This monolingual dictionary
contains over 30,000 entries 
and 54,000 meanings, 
including those unique to 
Latin American Spanish. 
Also includes an appendix 
of word formation and a verb 
conjugation chart. Paperback,
4-1/2"x7", 736 pages.
LKC951 .........................$6.50

VOX 
COMPACT
SPANISH
AND 
ENGLISH 
DICTIONARY,
THIRD 
EDITION (B-I)

The Vox Compact Spanish and English
Dictionary is edited to serve the needs of
beginning and inter-mediate students.
Contains more than 85,000 entries. 
Special listings for idioms, current terms, 
grammatical concepts and pronunciation.
5-1/2"x 8-1/2",  864 pages.
9950-7 ........................... Softbound, $11.95
9952-1 .........................Hardbound, $16.95

LIBRO DE
SINÓNIMOS Y
ANTÓNIMOS 
PARA 
ESTUDIANTES
Spanish
Thesaurus for

Students Middle and high school students
studying Spanish as a second language, as
well as students whose first language is
Spanish, will find a wealth of words and
their synonyms to enrich their Spanish
vocabulary. Close to 6,000 words presented
alphabetically, each followed by a list of
synonyms. Many of the entry words also
offer their antonym, or opposite meaning.
Paperback, 6"x9", approx. 260 pages.
BAR43212 ..............................Book, $12.95
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THE 
SPANISH
TEACHER'S 
BOOK OF
LISTS (B/A)
This versatile
book contains
150 reproducible
pages of creative
activities, exercis-
es, and references
for students, as

well as dozens of techniques to make teach-
ing easier and more effective. Handouts
include classroom expressions, models for
dialogues and drills, content and function
words, material on Spanish language and
culture, and more. Projects include writing
poetry, exchanging letters, reading news-
papers, producing  dramas, and more.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 228 pages.
TL340 .....................................Book, $24.95
TL340CD....................Book on CD, $19.95
TL340DL............Download (PDF), $17.95

WHAT 
THE 
SPANISH
TEACHER
CANNOT
AFFORD TO 
FORGET 
(B-A)
Ready-to-use 
collection 
of handouts 
on all aspects

of language teaching and learning with
suggestions, guidelines and references.
The best of the old along with new practi-
cal, student-friendly exercises. No teacher
prep needed. Find where your students
are weak and select the correct practice
sheet annotated according to year level
and subject area. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
100 pages.
TL344 ................................ Book, $24.95
TL344CD...............Book on CD, $19.95
TL344DL.......Download (PDF), $17.95

SPANISH
TEACHER'S 
TREASURE
BOOK OF 
SUPPLE-
MENTAL
LESSONS 
(B-A)
These 
150 
lessons vary
from ten

minute "quickies" to whole units. Levels
of lessons (elementary to advanced) are
indicated. Whether you need a lesson to
reinforce or develop grammar concepts,
vocab-ulary, or reading comprehension,
it's here. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
178 pages.
TL342 .................................Book, $24.95
TL342CD................Book on CD, $19.95
TL342DL ........Download (PDF), $17.95

PEQUEÑO LAROUSSE ILUSTRADO 
Compact yet comprehensive, with more than
5,000 illustrations, charts, tables, photographs,
and 250 maps, providing generous coverage of
language and culture. With over 90,000 words
and 200,000 definitions, this annually revised
book continues to offer the most up-to-date
information on a wide range of subjects
including language, history, geography, litera-
ture, the arts and sciences, and technology.
Hardcover, 6"x9", 1824 pages.
LKC702 ......................................Book, $39.95

ELI VOCABULARIO
ILUSTRADO-ESPANOL
Colorful, authentic and intuitive
this picture dictionary is ideal to
help students learn or review basic
vocabulary. Relevant situations,
direct connection between words
and pictures, and free online audio
version and entertaining digital
exercises make learning fun.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 96 pages.
DIS4628 ..................Book, $14.95

INTERNET SCAVENGER HUNT
GAMES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
SPANISH STUDENTS (B)
Students improve their cultural skills
while using their laptops, computers
or tablets to find the answer to ques-
tions by searching online for the
answers. They write the answer and
the website address where they found
the answer onto their game page.
There are ten games for Spain, ten
for Mexico, ten for South America,

and ten for Central America and the Caribbean area. The Internet
Scavenger Hunt Games for Middle School Students is all in
English and is suitable for beginning classes of Spanish.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 85 pages.
CAR1526..................................................................Book, $23.95
CAR1526CD...............................................Book on CD, $20.95
CAR1526DL........................................Download (PDF), $17.95

INTERNET SCAVENGER HUNT
GAMES FOR HIGH SCHOOL 
SPANISH STUDENTS (I-A)
Students improve their cultural skills
while using their laptops, computers or
tablets to find the answer to questions by
searching online for the answers. They
write the answer and the website address
where they found the answer onto their
game page.  There are ten games for
Spain, ten for Mexico, ten for South
America, and ten for Central America

and the Caribbean area.  The Internet Scavenger Hunt Games for
High School Students is all in Spanish and is suitable for inter-
mediate and advanced classes of Spanish. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
85 pages.
CAR1539.......................................................................Book, $23.95
CAR1539CD.....................................................Book on CD, $20.95
CAR1539DL.............................................Download (PDF), $17.95
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50+ FLIPPED VOCAB LESSONS 
FOR THE SPANISH CLASSROOM 
With 50+ Flipped Vocab Lessons for the
Spanish Classroom, your students pre-
pare themselves for vocabulary lessons
through out-of-class, independent
research prior to class—which leaves
them much more class time to use and
explore the language in the in-class
assignments. Organized into over 50
theme-based lessons with useful, every-
day vocabulary, the lessons move your

students through various real-life situations to allow them to prac-
tice their oral and written skills. Students will learn basic research
skills, improve their Spanish writing and speaking, and expand
their Spanish vocabularies. Book on CD included. Spiralbound,
9" x 11", 95 pages.
TDB4729....................................................................Book, $34.95

80+ FLIPPED CULTURE 
LESSONS FOR THE 
SPANISH CLASSROOM 
Our 80+ Flipped Lessons for
Spanish Culture book helps teach-
ers introduce students to Spanish
culture using lessons as out-of-
class assignments or as in-class
computer activities. "Flipping" is
when the teacher no longer lectures
but uses class time to work with
the students. Teachers use their

time to interact with students and do more guided learning.
This book contains worksheets for the students to complete
and bring to class for discussions. Book contains a printable
CD. Softcover, 9" x 11", 82 pages.
TDB4388..............................................................Book, $34.95

SPANISH EMERGENCY LESSON
PLANS
Going to be absent? These ten easy-
to-use lesson plans will enable a non-
Spanish-speaking substitute to present
meaningful cultural lessons. Each lesson
is two pages. Page one is an activity
sheet with the necessary vocabulary
needed to complete the exercises. Page
two is a Tic-Tac-Toe game where the
student must answer questions based on
the information from the activity sheet.

Answer keys and simple instructions for your substitute are provid-
ed. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 32 pages.
CAR723 .......................................................................Book, $25.95
CAR723CD .....................................................Book on CD, $22.95
CAR723DL..............................................Download (PDF), $19.95

MUEVETE (B)
Welcome to the world of kinesthet-
ic learning.  Students are to get-up
and move around the classroom
while participating in fun and
meaningful activities using
Spanish. There are twenty-six
kinesthetic activities. Each activity
has two pages: the first is the
Vamos a Movernos instructions
page and the second, Más activi-
dades, provides related speaking

and writing activities for the students. Students practice
Spanish vocabulary and conjugate verbs while doing the
activities. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 54 pages.
CAR1517..............................................................Book, $21.95
CAR1517CD ...........................................Book on CD, $19.95
CAR1517DL....................................Download (PDF), $16.95

COMPLETE SPANISH 
ALL-IN-ONE, PREMIUM 
SECOND EDITION (B-I)
Drawn from five workbooks from
the bestselling Practice Makes
Perfect series, this powerhouse 
volume features all the knowledge
and practice you need to master
Spanish. With Practice Makes
Perfect: Complete Spanish All-in-
One, you will build your Spanish
vocabulary, straighten out your sen-

tences, overcome your fear of verb tenses, master the intrica-
cies of grammar, and much more. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 642
pages.
21056.............................................................Book, $37.95

FLIPPING THE SPANISH 
CLASSROOM 
This book includes 630 exercises/activi-
ties for your first year Spanish students.
Flip the classroom as often as you want.
You decide. Let your students learn new
vocabulary, grammar and culture ath-
ome using third-party videos on
YouTube.Each student explores at home
on their smart phones, iPads, tablets,
desktops or laptops using key words to
search vocabulary, grammar or culture

topics. After exploring and viewing four video clips at home, each
student does an assignment related to the topic being learned. Each
student brings his completed assignment to share with three other
students. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 66 pages.
CAR15954....................................................................Book, $25.95
CAR15954CD.................................................Book on CD, $22.95
CAR1594DL...........................................Download (PDF), $19.95
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PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: 
SPANISH VOCABULARY (B-I)
Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish
Vocabulary, Third Edition first provides a
solid foundation in Spanish grammar, but
then uses verbs only in the present tense –
to keep the focus firmly on vocabulary.
Each chapter is devoted to key themes, so
you can build your language skills in a
systematic manner. And with more than
250 exercises, you will have the extensive
practice that will help you absorb more

words and expressions and to master communicate well in
Spanish.Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 250 pages.
26221..........................................................................Book, $15.95

SPANISH VOCABULARY DRILLS
(B-I)
This book features essential Spanish
words grouped together into similar
themes such as daily life, food, house
and home, travel, holidays, technology,
arts, and the economy, helping you to
grasp meanings and remember terms
more easily. You can practice your new
vocabulary with more than 100 written 
exercises, including fill-in-the-blank,
matching, translation, and composi-

tion. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 250 pages.
05001..........................................................................Book, $13.95

45+ FLIPPED GRAMMAR LESSONS
FOR THE SPANISH CLASSROOM
BOOK
Organized into over 45 theme-based 
lessons, the lessons guide students
through the discovery and understanding
of grammatical rules based on their own
research—rather than simply relying on
rules they are given. Early lessons cover
basic vocabulary and sentence structure.
Later lessons include past, present, and
future tenses, conditional and subjunc-
tive, and comparisons of forms which 

are often confused. Book on CD included. Spiralbound 9"x11", 
55 pages.
TDB4730........................................................................Book, $34.95

GRAMMAR IN CONTEXT
Read the story of the three little
pigs, explore the origins of the
word “gringo,” talk about the 
eating habits of famous tennis
player Rafael Nadal, and more–
all the while providing students
with ample exposure to language 
features they need to master!
Spiralbound, 9"x11", 163 pages,
includes a CD, (CD contains
PDF of book).
TDB5923.................Book, $29.00

VAMOS A 
TEXTEAR EN
ESPAÑOL (Let's
Text Message in
Spanish) (B-I)
Let's text mes-
sage! Your stu-
dents will learn
about authentic
text message
lingo in an 
easy-to-use short 

dictionary in this book. Based on 36 different
themed pages of text messages, students
receive text message in "Spanish text mes-
sage lingo," decode the message, and
respond in "Spanish text lingo." Themes
include vacation, jobs, motivation, and more!
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 52 pages.
CAR1530 .................................Book, $21.95
CAR1530CD................Book on CD, $19.95
CAR1530DL........Download (PDF), $16.95

EL 
FACEBOOK
For los
Facebook-
ianos! Your
students will
enjoy many
fun activities
as they read
and write
Newsfeeds 
in Spanish,

Posts on their time lines, Posters,
Messages, Events and Birthdays. Lesson
plans include more than 70 ideas on 
how to use facebook with your students.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 62 pages.
CAR15206.........................Book, $25.95
CAR15206CD......Book on CD, $22.95
CAR15206DL...........Download (PDF), 

$19.95

180 PRACTICE
TESTS FOR
SPANISH (B-A)
Improve skills
and proficiency,
use these tests as
inventory tools 
to help students
discover their
weaknesses. A
practical hands-on
style to testing

beginning to advanced levels. Each test takes
3–15 minutes, depending on the length and
complexity. Will relieve some of the teacher's
workload since they require ZERO PREPA-
RATION. Answer sheets provided.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 154 pages.
TL346 .......................................Book, $24.95
TL346CD......................Book on CD, $19.95
TL346DL..............Download (PDF), $17.95
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POR/PARA
Solve the
dilemma 
of learning 
these pesky
prepositions
with a 
myriad of
activities:
charts,
graphs, story-
telling, cut-

and-paste, advertising and PROPAGAN-
DA! Decorate your classroom with the
POR/PARA signs, which will help stu-
dents make correct usage choices. Go 
for mastery with this unit, which has
something for every brain! All levels.
Reproducible. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
61 pages.
CAR1773 ..........................Book, $19.95
CAR1773CD ........Book on CD, $17.95
CAR1773DL ............Download (PDF),

$14.95

JUEGOS DE
ERRORES
Students love being
vocabulary and
grammar detectives
as they find the
errors in each exer-
cisein this book.
Topics include
basic grammar and
vocabulary for
beginning Spanish:

-AR, -ER, -IR verbs in the present tense, el
tiempo, los números, la hora del día, la ropa, 
la comida, tener-ir, querer-poder, los comple-
mentos directos-indirectos, las expresiones 
negativas, and much more! Students help find
vocabulary or grammar errors of people writing
letters, doing forecasts, magazine articles, etc.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 26 pages.
CAR535 ..................................Book, I, $15.95
CAR535CD ............... Book, I on CD, $13.95
CAR535DL ...........Download (PDF), $11.95
CAR806 .................................Book II, $12.95
CAR806CD ..............Book, II on CD, $11.95
CAR806DL .............Download (PDF), $9.95

PRACTICE
MAKES 
PERFECT:
SPANISH
SENTENCE
BUILDER
You know
Spanish 
vocabulary. You
know Spanish
grammar. Now
put these pieces

together and perfect your writing skills.
Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Sentence
Builder shows you how to use your knowl-
edge of the language to create well struc-
tured sentences to communicate effectively
in Spanish. You'll progress gradually from
putting words together into clauses to 
writing original sentences to creating
whole paragraphs. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
226 pages.
19254 ....................................Book, $14.95

MI LIBRO DE
GRAMÁTICA 
WARM-UPS BOOK
One-page grammar warm-
ups for the beginning of
class. Introduce Spanish
grammar concepts to stu-
dents using concise explan-
ations and writing practice.
Covers novice topics such
as present and past tense,
adjectives, and expressions.

Spiralbound, 8"x11", 56 pages. Book on CD included.
TDB4858…..........................................…Book, $33.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: COMPLETE
SPANISH GRAMMAR
Practice Makes Perfect: Complete Spanish Grammar
is the go-to guide for clear, precise explanations of
all aspects of Spanish grammar: fom the present
tense of regular verbs to direct object pronouns, from
the differences between ser and estar to the use of
para and por. This comprehensive guide will also
give you plenty of practice in using your language
skills. And this new edition is accompanied by flash-
cards and audio recordings, available online and via
app, that will provide a new dimension and flexibili-

ty to your study. Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 400 pages.
84190 ................................................................................................Book, $15.95

SPANISH MIDDLE SCHOOL 
LESSONS (B)
135 reproducible lessons on 58 topics,
plus basic grammar exercises for grades
5-9. Includes creative presentations of
practical vocabulary; communicative
activities; an introduction to reading;
functional expressions; easy, yet chal-
lenging beginning grammar exercises.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 184 pages.
TL348 ..............................Book, $24.95
TL348CD ........... Book on CD, $19.95

TL348DL ................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: 
SPANISH PROBLEM SOLVER (B-I)
Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Problem
Solver doesn't pretend that learning
Spanish is easy. Instead of covering the
entirety of the language, it hones in on
those areas where you might have diffi-
culty – such as saber vs. conocer, tener
vs. hacer, ser vs. estar, para and par, and
the preterit vs. the imperfect tense.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 192 pages.
56198 ...............................Book, $15.95



PRETERITE AND 
IMPERFECT MADE EASY
Teachers have always said that the
imperfect preterite is hard to teach.
Not anymore! This book gives you
19 very funny stories. The Hoja de
Reglas helps students choose and
understand the correct verb tense,
either preterite or imperfect.
Includes puzzles, word searches,
pre-reading, reading and post-
reading activities with each story.

Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 86 pages.
TDB2059 .............................................................Book, $45.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT:
SPANISH PAST-TENSE VERBS 
UP CLOSE
Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Past-
Tense Verbs Up Close has established
itself as the most effective resource for
intermediate and advanced learners. Its
clear explanations cut through what is
often presented in an over complicated
or incorrect way, while its exercises
provide numerous opportunities for
practice that will help you understand

the nuances of this challenging grammar element.
Softcover, 7"x9", 154 pages.
10725 ..........................................................................Book, $14.95

PERFECTING PRETERITE 
AND IMPERFECT
Learning will be done by teaching both 
concepts first through practice exercises,
mnemonic devices, rhymes, drawings that 
represent both tenses, ideas for illustrating
the two with realia, tricks to remember which
verbs are irregular in both tenses and more.
Then preterite will be perfected and imper-
fect will follow. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
40 pages.
CAR15956.................................Book, $17.95

CAR15956CD..........................................................Book on CD, $15.95
CAR15956DL...................................................Download (PDF), $12.95

EL SUBJUNTIVO: 
THE WEIRDO WAY!
This present-ation uses 
the acronym WEIRDO (Wishes,
Emotions, Impersonal expres-
sions, Requests, Doubt and denial,
Ojalá) to explain when to use the
subjunctive.  The characters of
"Mr. Factual" (Indicative) and
"Mr. Dreamer" (Subjunctive) are
also used to help students  grasp
the concept of the indicative vs.

the subjunctive.  The included powerpoint presentation 
contains 43 slides of information. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
32 pages.
CAR15222................Book/Powerpoint Presentation, $19.95
CAR15222CD........................................Book on CD, $17.95
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ACCENTS 
MASTERY
SPANISH 
REPRODUCIBLE
ACTIVITY BOOK 
This reproducible
activity book
evolves with stu-
dents working
knowledge of
Spanish, covering
graves, agudas and

esdrújulas. Each section starts with small words
and builds up with an increasing amount of syl-
lables, to make sure your students understand 
the concept before increasing the difficulty level.
Worksheets include: fill-in-the-blank, true/false,
matching, names, sentence structure and a quiz
to review all the work. 3-Ring Binder,  
11" x 11-1/2", 177 pages.
TDB3992.....................................Book, $42.95

FILL-IN-
THE-BLANK 
VERB 
EXERCISES
These two books
are filled with
100 exercises
each that teach
either regular or
irregular verbs.
Each exercise
uses 15 to 20

fill-in-the-blank sentences to teach 19 differ-
ent tenses. Includes 5 Simple tenses, 5
Perfect tenses, 5 Progressive tenses and 4
Subjunctive tenses. Each book is softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 102 pages.
CAR5999 ....Regular Verbs Book, $22.95
CAR5999CD ..........Book on CD, $20.95
CAR5999DL...Download (PDF), $17.95
CAR5994...Irregular Verbs Book, $22.95
CAR5994CD ...........Book on CD, $20.95
CAR5994DL....Download (PDF), $17.95

PRACTICE
MAKES
PERFECT:
SPANISH
PRONOUNS
AND
PREPOSI-
TIONS
Practice
Makes
Perfect:
Spanish

Pronouns and Prepositions is the go-to
guide for clear, precise explanations that
pinpoint why a certain word works in a
given situation. This book will also give
you  plenty of practice in using your lan-
guage kill. And this new edition is
accompanied by flashcards and audio
recordings, available online and via app,
that will provide a new dimension and
flexibility to your study. Softbound, 
8-1/2"x11", 210 pages.
86323 .................................Book, $14.95
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501 SPANISH VERBS (B-A)
Complete conjugations arranged one
verb per page in alphabetical order. In
this helpful format, tenses are number-
keyed for quick reference, verb forms
printed in bold in two columns, and
common idioms using the applicable
verb listed at the bottom of the page.
Also included are 1000 verbs conju-
gated in the same way as the models
that comprise the main text. For easy
reference there is an English-Spanish

verb index. Bonus Online Audio. Softcover, 6”x9”, 727 pages.
BAR09162 .................................................................Book, $16.95

PRACTICE
MAKES  
PERFECT:
SPANISH
VERB
TENSES
(I-A)
This 
thorough
workbook
provides
systematic
review/

presentation to explain when and why 
a certain verb tense should be used. It 
provides large quantities of fill-in-the-
blank exercises, translation exercises, 
and the opportunity to answer open-
ended questions. Softbound, 8-1/2"x11",
340 pages.
41856 ...................................Book, $15.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT,
THE SPANISH SUBJUNCTIVE 
UP CLOSE (I-A)
With plenty of opportunities for
practice, practice, practice, Practice
Makes Perfect: The Spanish
Subjunctive Up Close helps you 
better understand the nuances of this
often-confusing grammar element,
and develop your skills and confi-
dence as a Spanish speaker with
easy-to-absorb explanatory materi-
als, examples and exercises. Includes

authoritative guidance on how to form the four subjunctive tenses
and when to use them. Softcover, 7-1/2"x9", 143 pages.
10749 ............................................................................Book, $14.95

LAS 
AVENTURAS
DE 
MIGUELITO
(B)
Beginning
Spanish students
will enjoy meet-
ing Miguelito, a
10-year-old
Venezuelan
mouse who
travels from

Caracas for a year of adventure in Bangor,
Maine, with Peter, an American mouse.
Basic vocabulary includes first-year topics
such as weather, after-school activities,
sports, holidays and family. Fun illustra-
tions show Miguelito in class, playing soc-
cer, visiting the mall and the beach.
Paperback, 5"x7", 62 pages.
TDB2836 .................................Book, $7.95

CARTAS A
MIGUELITO
(I)
As Susana
receives
monthly 
letters from
Miguelito in
Venezuela,
she begins to
write him
back telling
him all about

the exciting events that are happening in
her life: a surprise birthday party, mov-
ing to a new home, helping organize a
school-wide toy sale, vacations, and her
brother's graduation from high
school.Paperback, 5"x7", 56 pages.
TDB4872..............................Book, $7.95

SER & ESTAR 
SUPER 
Q-CARDS
A book of 320
entertaining 
question flash
cards for quick
paired speaking
practice, based
on the uses of
ser and estar.
With all the

substitutions, 2,400 questions are possible.
Most cards have cute illustrations. The cards
help students learn the differences between
ser and estar through listening and speaking.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 120 pages.
MFP0700 .................................Book, $21.95
MFP0700DL .......Download (PDF), $16.95

SPANISH VERB WHEEL
Contains 42 of the most com-
mon verbs conjugated into vari-
ous tenses. The back side con-
tains tables of different types of
verbs that depict the present
indicative, present subjunctive,
imperative, future, and much
more. Two-hole punch to fit in a
three-ring binder. Coated heavy
cardstock. 9 x 9 inches.
English, Spanish. All levels.
TDR100 ......Verb Wheel, $4.95

20 or more, $4.50 each
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EASY 
SPANISH READER (B)
Easy Spanish Reader
begins with the story of
two high school seniors
involved with their
Spanish Club, followed
by a history of Mexico, 
from the Conquistadors to
the present, and an
abridged version of the
classic story of "Lazarillo

de Tormes." Paperback, 6"x9", 208 pages.
50193 .....................................................Book, $13.95
03386 ...................Book/CD-ROM w/MP 3's, $20.95

DON QUIJOTE DE LA MANCHA
Every page is filled with full-color illustrations that
make Don Q come alive as a real person filled with
dreams, fantasies and fears. The NEW Beginning
Reader is just right for first-year students, and second-
year students enjoy being able to read the more chal-
lenging Intermediate Reader. This new illustrated read-
er brilliantly combines the authentic charm of
Cervantes' original text with high-powered comicbook 
style illustrations that will rivet your students' attention.
Softcover, 8"x10", 68 pages.
TDB3026 ................................Beginners' Book, $10.95

TDB3036 .......................................................Beginners' Teacher's Edition, $29.95
TDB3027 .....................................................................Intermediates' Book, $10.95
TDB3037 ...............................................Intermediates' Teacher's Edition, $29.95

PRACTICE 
MAKES 
PERFECT: 
SPANISH 
READING
AND 
COMPRE-
HENSION
Using short
authentic texts
from the
Spanish-speak-

ing world, Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish
Reading and Comprehension enables you 
to enhance your vocabulary with new terms
and expressions. Each unit features authen-
tic Spanish-language material--news-paper
and magazine articles, literature, blogs, and
more--giving you a real taste of how the
language is used, as well as insight into
Spanish-speaking cultures. Softcover, 
8-1/2" x 11", 294 pages.
98884..................................Book, $15.95

21 
MINICUENTOS
FULL-SIZE
REPRODUCIBLE
SPANISH LEVEL
1 READER (B)
Our classic 21
Minicuentos reader
is just 5 x 7 inch-
es—our new, easi-
er-to-read, easier-
to-hold, easier-to-

reproduce version is 8 x 11! You still get the
same great 21 short stories, all in present tense,
plus written and oral discussion questions.
Includes titles like: Un mensaje de texto, Caos
en el cine, Una hamburguesa en McDonald’s,
and Una tarde en el Palacio Nacional. Also
includes teaching suggestions and a complete
glossary. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 36 pages.
TDB6375......................................Book, $19.95

21 MINICUENTOS
Twenty-one short, short stories in
the present tense engage teen read-
ers with one-page topical tales!
Thorough (written and oral) discus-
sion questions follow each chapter
and ensure a beginning student's
complete understanding of the story 
and dialogue. Paperback, 6"x8", 
74 pages.
TDB3680......................Book, $8.95

33 MINIDRAMAS IN
SPANISH LEVEL 1
FULL-SIZE REPRO-
DUCIBLE READER (B)
Our classic 33 Minidramas
reader is just 5 x 8 inches—
our new, easier-to-read, eas-
ier-to-hold, easier-to-repro-
duce version is 8 x 11! You
still get the same great 33
minidramas, each just two
to seven minutes long and

all in present and preterite tense. Includes teen-friendly
topics like going to Starbucks, online drama, and los-
ing a cell phone. Spiralbound, 8-1/2" x 11", 50 pages. 
TDB6376...................................................Book, $19.95  

ENTREVISTA CON UN ZOMBI Y 49 OTROS
These 50 entertaining interviews with a variety 
of cool Spanish speaking characters is perfect for
reinforcing questions and proficiency practice by
twos. A zombie, baby, model, selfie fanatic, skater,
hip-hop dancer, mad scientist who created a new
slime, rocker, sports nut, invisible man,  inventor,
super heroine, granny, and more come alive as stu-
dents speak Spanish.  Included: 50 interviews with
15 questions each and helpful vocabulary notes, 
50 versatile character cards that may be cut out, 
a blank page where students can find clip art char-

acters and create their own interviews. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 74 pages.
MFP0779........................................................................................Book, $21.95
MFP0779DL..............................................................Download (PDF), $16.95
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AESOP’S UN-CLASSIC FABLES 
IN SPANISH (B/I)
All ten of these fables are written mostly in the
present tense for levels I & II Spanish students.
Each fable comes with a twisted ending that the
students will love. Also included with each
fable are several activities that are reproducible
and can be used as homework or a comprehen-
sion check. Use as a reader, as mini-dramas to
be acted out in teams or groups, as a puppet
show for the younger students—or a combina-

tion of all three. This 96-page reproducible booklet comes with a how-to
section, a general overview, standards covered, fables, activities, glossary,
and answer key. Softcover,  9"x11", 96 pages, includes a CD.
TDB4303.................................................................................Book, $33.95

10  MORE AESOP’S 
UN-CLASSIC FABLES 
IN SPANISH (I)
Written in the past tense, 
these fables feature authentic
Spanish idioms and fun twist
endings. Use them as a reader
or source of mini-dramas to
inspire students' creativity 
and critical thinking skills.
Includes oral and written 

practice, while encouraging the use of different tenses.
Softcover,  9"x11", 77 pages, includes a CD.
TDB4801....................................................Book, $33.95

READ AND THINK SPANISH 
Build a rich Spanish vocabulary without the
burden of boring repetition or tedious memo-
rization with Read & Think Spanish. In this
book, you will find more than 100 intriguing
articles written in Spanish about the enchanting
diversity of Latino culture--from Spain's Andres
Segovia to Peru's ancient fishing techniques to
El Dia de los Muertos in Mexico and the United
States. Free online audio. Paperback, 7"x9",
240 pages.

36312…...................................................................................Book, $19.95

TEACHING LITERATURE
Looking for creative assign-

ments to help teach poems, novels, or short stories in
Spanish class? Includes pre-reading, reading, and post
reading assignments that help make the teaching of 
literature easier and more fun! Assignments include mak-
ing lists of characters, nouns, pronouns, quotes and their
meaning, new vocabulary words and antonyms, true/false
questions, drawing of characters, letter to characters, role
plays of action, skits, debates between characters, and
more! All assignments in Spanish! Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
18 pages.
CAR5993 .......................................................Book, $11.95
CAR5993CD .....................................Book on CD, $10.95
CAR5993DL................................Download (PDF), $8.95

READING WITH RESULTS
This engaging program uses emails, dialogs, 
letters, and narratives to reinforce grammatical
themes. Each individual reading reinforces a 
particular grammatical theme such as the pres-
ent tense, preterite tense, direct and indirect
object pronouns, commands, etc.  The text is
based on a vocabulary of approximately 400
words and 100 of the most commonly used 
regular and irregular verbs. Paperback, 
8-1/2"x11", 84 pages.

CAR15992.............................................................................Book, $23.95
CAR15992CD .........................................................Book on CD, $20.95
CAR15992DL..................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

TEACHER'S BOOK OF 
REPRODUCIBLE SPANISH 
DIALOGUES
This reproducible teacher's
book is full of classic and 
fantasy conversations that your
students can relate to. Topics
range from curfew and week-
end plans to texting and the
Internet. Students love acting
out our dialogues from their
favorite celebs and creating

their own dialogues with the first-year vocabulary that is
provided. 3-Ring Binder, 9"x11", 142 pages.
TDB3679........................................................Book, $47.95
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EL VIAJE
Emily is ecstatic about spending
part of her summer with a family
in Querétaro, Mexico! But her
boyfriend Erik isn't so keen on his
girlfriend taking off for another
country. The trip teaches Emily
about the history, customs, and
cultures of Mexico, and some new
lessons about relationships!
Paperback, 5"x8", 60 pages.

TDB4212...........................................................Book, $6.95

NEW FIRST YEAR READERS (B)

EL DESAFÍO
Steve's parents give him a chal-
lenge: get good grades on his
trimester exams, and they will
take him to Mexico for spring
break! Steve thinks he's got it
made and plans to rely on his
"good grades" girlfriend to help
him pass. But when his frustrated
girlfriend puts her foot down,
Steve learns that he has to put in

the effort himself to get what he wants. Paperback, 5"x8",
56 pages.
TDB4211..........................................................Book, $6.95

LA NOVIA
Erik and his two best buddies,
Steve and Emily, are in high
school now. When Emily starts to
spend time with other people (guys
in particular), Erik discovers some
new feelings toward Emily, that he
doesn't know how to handle. Steve
helps Erik deal with his "more
than friends" feelings for Emily.
Paperback, 5"x8", 56 pages.

TDB4210...........................................................Book, $6.95

SPANISH EASY READERS
Easy Readers are carefully selected works of
well-known Hispanic authors. Original texts
have been shortened and simplified without
sacrificing style. With manageable structure
and controlled vocabulary based on inter-
national word frequency research, Easy
Readers can be understood at various levels
of instruction. 

All Books: Paperback, 4-1/2"x7-1/2". 
A-level books contain 600 words;  
B-level–1,200 words; 
C-level–1,800 words; 
D-level–2,500 words.

A-LEVEL BOOKS
Las aceitunas y otros pasos (Rueda) 
(57 pages)
EMC70285 ...................................... $14.95
Marcelino pan y vino (Sánchez -Silva) 
(48 pages)
EMC70263 ...................................... $14.95
Los carros vacíos (Pavón) (48 pages)
EMC70264 ...................................... $14.95
Las tres de la madrugada (Buñuel) 
(64 pages)
EMC70265 .......................................$14.95

B-LEVEL BOOKS
El carnaval (Pavón) (95 pages)
EMC70266 ....................................... $15.95
Las pelirrojas traen mala suerte (alonso) 
(76 pages)
EMC25776 ...................................... $15.95

C-LEVEL BOOKS
Historias de la Artámi la (Matute) 
(110 pages)
EMC70270 ...................................... $15.95

D-LEVEL BOOKS
Don Quijote de la Mancha–Primera parte
(Cervantes) (112 pages)
EMC70275 ...................................... $15.95
Don Quijote de la Mancha—
Segunda parte (Cervantes) (110 pages)
EMC70276 ...................................... $15.95
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NEW GRADED SPANISH READER SERIES

All Books: Paperback, 6"x8". 
A2-level books contain 800 words; 80 pages. 
B1-level–1,000 words; 96 pages.
B2-level–1,800 words; 128 pages.

A2-LEVEL BOOKS
Bodas de Sangre
DIS6005 ................................................................... $14.95
El Lazarillo de Tormes
DIS6594 ................................................................... $14.95
Madrid Me Encantas
DIS3089.................................................................... $11.95

B1-LEVEL BOOK
Marianela
DIS7966 .................... $14.95

B2-LEVEL BOOK
Don Quijote de La Mancha
DIS3004 .................... $14.95

LEER Y APRENDER
A series of graded readers that aim 
at increasing learners' linguistic 
competence through extensive reading
practice.Stories are either original or
retold classics. The series is graded
according to the linguistic standards 
set for each level. Each reader contains
activities and illustrations that help 
students check and understand the 
story. Activities focus on basic grammar

structures, as well as written and oral exercises.
Each book is paperback, 5-1/2"x8", with an audio CD included.       
Each book is $18.95.
Item #      Pages    Title
Level 1
CID5204 ...64 ...En Busca de Boby
Level 2
CID6355 ...96 ...Amaia Se Conecta
CID5570 ...96 ...Recetas Peligrosas
CID5211 ...96 ...Traicion en La Corte  de Filipe III 
CID7209 ...96 ...El Conde Lucanor
CID8640 ...96 ...Cuentos de la selva
CID4252 ...64 ...El Collar Visigodo 
CID5228 ...80 ...El Cantar de mio Cid
CID2234 ...80 ...La Edad de Oro
CID9241 ...80 ...Una estrella en peligro
CID9289 ...96 ...Indagaciones por Madrid
CID3422 ...96 ...Juan Darian y Otros Relatos
CID6362 ...80 ...Lazarillo de Tormes
CID0353 ...96 ...Novelas ejemplares
CID0339 ...80 ...Un conjunto especial
CID1251 ...64 ...La cajita de hueso
CID8879 ...80 ...Dos Leyendas
CID3415 ...96 ...El Zorro
CID1244 ...80 ...La Fórmula Secreta
CID1268 ...80 ...La Princessa del Ártico
CID3439 ...96 ...Venganza en la Habana
CID7309 ...80 ...Haciendo Camino
Level 3
CID5563 ...128 ...Niebla
CID0360 ...96 .....El lirio de los valles
CID0377 ...112 ...Fuente Ovejuna
CID9869 ...96 .....El Matadero
CID3317 ...96 .....Carmen
CID8979 ...112 ...La Gitanilla
CID1275 ...96 .....Cuentos Fantástico
CID2241 ...96 .....El Secreto del Viejo Olmo
CID3446 ...96 .....La Vida del Buscon
Level 4
CID9883 ...112 ...La casa de Bernarda Alba
CID7291 ...128 ...Don Quijote de la Mancha
Level 5
CID5947 ...112 ...Don Juan Tenorio
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CARL NO QUIERE  
IR A MÉXICO (B)
Carl no quiere ir a México contains
more than 5,000 words but has only a
350-word vocabulary. High frequen-
cy vocabulary and structures are pre-
sented repeatedly. Nine-year-old Carl
is not happy. His mother is moving
him to Mexico. He doesn't speak
Spanish. He misses all of his favorite
foods. He doesn't have any friends.

He's desperately unhappy. Carl doesn't want to go to Mexico!
When he starts finding sick and starving stray dogs on the
streets of Guanajuato, he finds out he's not the only one who is
miserable. But did he find them in time or is it already too late?
Paperback, 5"x7", 50 pages.
CPL722 ....................................................................Book, $5.95
CAR15991.......................................... .Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR15991CD.........................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR15991DL......................................Download (PDF), $9.95

POBRE ANA BAILÓ  TANGO (B)
Ana, the main character in this story, is 
the same one as in Pobre Ana, the first
novella in this series. After her trip to
Mexico, Ana changed, and she wanted 
to go to other countries. In this story the
school gives her the opportunity to travel
again, this time to Buenos Aires,
Argentina. She has two goals— to keep
improving her Spanish and to learn to
dance the tango. Ana realizes that the

tango is an art and she has a lot to learn. In the process, she makes
friends, buys special tango shoes, meets a handsome tango teacher
and, most importantly, learns about Argentine culture. Paperback,
5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL454 ..........................................................................Book, $6.95
CAR993 ....................................................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR993CD ..................................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR993DL ...............................................Download (PDF), $9.95
CPL391 ................................................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95

LAS AVENTURAS DE ISABELA
Las Aventuras de Isabela is the first 
novel in the Fluency Fast series for true
beginners. It uses a vocabulary of only
200 Spanish words to tell a 2,200-word
story. It is repetitive and simple and uses
many cognates to make the book compre-
hensible to beginning adults and children.
Isabela Huffman is a precocious 8-1/2
year-old girl who can't seem to keep 
herself out of trouble on a visit to
Guanajuato, Mexico, with her mother.

Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL315 ............................................................................Book, $5.95
CAR772 .......................................................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR772CD ....................................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR772DL .................................................Download (PDF), $9.95
CPL760 ...................................................Audio Reading/CD, $14.95

BERTO Y SUS 
BUENAS IDEAS (B)
Berto is an eleven-year-old boy
who lives in Madrid, Spain. His
best friend is Paquita. Poor
Berto has one big problem. He
does not like school. He does
not like to study. He does not
like to do homework. Besides,
his teachers are really strange.
Fortunately, Berto has a lot of
good ideas. He thinks of many

fun and exciting things to do rather than going to school.
Paperback, 5"x7", 48 pages.
CPL868 ............................................................Book, $6.95
CAR1272..................................... Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR1272CD ..................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR1272DL ...............................Download (PDF), $9.95

LOS INVENCIBLES-
EL CASO DEL VIRUS VIRULENTO
Students will love reading or acting out
this hilarious action reader for level one
Spanish!  All characters possess a super
power.  The fun never stops in this comi-
cal adventure at famous sites throughout
Spain! Paperback, 5" x 7", 64 pages.
CAR1727..............................Book, $5.95

ROSA Y FABIAN
This lively reader is a short novel
written entirely in Spanish for stu-
dents in first year Spanish.  It
includes a dictionary in the back of
the book to help students with
vocabulary.  Students learn about the
life of Rosa and Fabian, high school
students at a school in the suburbs of
Chicago.  Meet their friends and
travel with these teens through their

school year.  Paperback, 5" x 7", 55 pages.
CAR1703.................................................................Book, $5.95



POBRE ANA (B)
An easy Spanish novel for 1st-year 
students. Ana is a 14-year-old California
girl who leads a tough life. Her mother 
is always on her. Her family doesn't have
much money, but her best friends' fami-
lies are rich. She's very jealous. When she
gets an opportunity to go to Mexico, she
goes to a small city where she lives with 
a nice family that is poorer than her own.
Her view of her life changes radically.

When she gets back home, she sees things differently. The audio CD
is a spirited reading of the book by native speakers. The 35-minute
video provides valuable aural and visual comprehensible input. CD
has eight lively songs from the movie, each telling a segment of the
story. Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL47X...........................................................................Book, $6.95
CPL209 .................................................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CPL284 ...........................................................35 min. DVD, $19.95
CPL771 .............................................. Songs from Video/CD, $9.95
CAR995 ..................................................... Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR995CD ...................................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR995DL ................................................Download (PDF), $9.95
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PATRICIA VA A CALIFORNIA
(B)
Patricia is a 15-year-old girl from
Guatemala. who goes to California as
an exchange student. She lives with a
caring American family but encoun-
ters prejudice at school, especially
from a girl named Debbie. By chance,
Patricia finds Debbie in a dangerous
situation and acts quickly to rescue
her. The two girls become friends,
and eventually Debbie goes to

Guatemala to visit Patricia and her family. The audio CD is a
spirited reading of the book by native speakers. The video pro-
vides valuable aural and visual comprehensible input.
Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL50X .....................................................................Book, $6.95
CPL798 ............................................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CPL95X .....................................................28 min. DVD, $19.95
CAR996 ................................................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR996CD ............................. Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR996DL ...........................................Download (PDF), $9.95

POBRE ANA MODERNA (B)
Ana thinks her life is so ad because
things aren’t going her way with her
family. When she compares herself 
to her friends, things get even worse.
Her only solution is to go to Mexico
for a couple of months and escape 
all of her problems. Will a summer 
in Mexico be the answer to her prob-
lems or will things in her life stay the
same? Paperback, 5"x7", 58 pages.
CPL554 ..........................Book, $6.95

CAR1270 ..............................................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR1270DL .........................................Download (PDF), $9.95

POBRECITA ANA, 
VA UNO POR UNO (B)
Ana is a 13-year old girl from California.
She is disappointed with the lack of fiends
tha she has in her community. When she
gets an opportunity to go to Guatemala
with her dad for a visit, her mother
encourages her to handle all of her obsta-
cles one by one. Ana meets many new
friends on her trip and experiences many
beautiful aspects of the culture in her first
trip to another country. First year Spanish

novel with under 100 unique new words. Paperback, 5"x7", 
40 pages.
CPL622 .............................................................................Book, $6.95
CAR1289......................................................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR1289CD....................................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR1289DL ................................................Download (PDF), $9.95

va uno por uno

BERTO 
Y SUS BUENOS AMIGOS (B)
Having good friends is important to
everyone. For Berto, having good
friends is a recipe for disaster. What
will Berto and his good friends do to
become famous on YouTube? Berto is
up to his old tricks of finding trouble
as he spends the day hanging out with
his friends. He is with his friends
Paquita, Filiberto, and Carlos as they
cook, play soccer, and make a video

for Paquita’s Youtube channel and make a complete mess of
things. Paperback, 5"x7", 60 pages.
CPL820 ......................................................................Book, $6.95
CAR1271 ..............................................Teacher's Guide, $12.95

DANIEL EL DETECTIVE (B)
There are many festivals in the world,
none more peculiar than La Tomatina in
Spain. Daniel really wants to go to the
famous festival for the first time, but he
lost his ticket. Can he follow the clues
and retrieve it? Paperback, 5"x7", 
60 pages.
CPL813...............................Book, $6.95
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CASI SE MUERE (B)
This easy Spanish novel
for 1st- or 2nd-year stu-
dents has a vocabulary of
only 400 words. An
engaging story with a
taste of romance, about an
American girl who goes
to high school in Chile
and two Chilean boys, one
nice, one mean. The mean
one turns nice. Eight short
chapters. Short and sweet!

The video provides valuable aural and visual com-
prehensible input. Paperback, 5"x7", 48 pages.
CPL437 ..................................................Book, $6.95
CPL261 ........................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CPL836 ..................................15 min. DVD, $19.95
CAR997 ...........................Teacher's  Guide, $12.95
CAR997CD ..........Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR997DL .......................Download (PDF), $9.95

EL VIAJE DE SU
VIDA (B)
Sixteen-year-old Carlos
Ayala of Cincinnati,
Ohio, goes on a cruise
with his family to
Yucatan. He is the only
witness to the theft of 
an object of great mone-
tary, cultural and personal
value. The thief tries to
kill him, but . . . The

video provides valuable aural and visual compre-
hensible input. Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL496 ..............................................Book, $6.95
CPL759 ....................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CPL843 ............................28 min. DVD,  $19.95
CAR994 ........................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR994CD ......Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR994DL ...................Download (PDF), $9.95

FOUR 1ST-YEAR 
SPANISH MOVIES 
ON DVD
Pobre Ana, Patricia va a
California, Casi se muere
and El viaje de su vida!
movies on one DVD.
CPL102 ....DVD, $49.95

MI PROPIO AUTO (B)
Seventeen-year-old Ben craves a car.
His parents promise him one if he’ll
spend the summer in El Salvador
rebuilding houses of earthquake vic-
tims. He doesn’t want to but decides
it’s worth it to get a car. He goes and,
though he doesn’t like the work, he
comes to appreciate EL Salvador’s
people and way of life. When he
returns to California, he makes an

unexpected decision. Softcover, 5"x7", 66 pages.
CPL747 ...................................................................Book, $6.95
CPL957 .........................................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CPL240 .................................................. 30 min. DVD, $19.95
CAR748 .............................................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR748CD............................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR748DL.........................................Download (PDF), $9.95

¿DÓNDE ESTÁ EDUARDO? (B)
Summer vacation is beginning for 16-
year-old Carmen Rodríguez of Colorado.
Carmen is looking forward to spending
time with her friends. However, her moth-
er has promised a friend that Carmen will
accompany the friend's 7-year-old son
Eduardo to Costa Rica to visit his grand-
parents. Despite her misgivings, Carmen
gives in and decides to go. As soon as
they get seated on the plane, the problems

start. Paperback, 5"x7", 52 pages.
CPL690 ...........................................................................Book, $6.95
CPL940 .................................................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CPL519 ...........................................................30 min. DVD, $19.95
CAR998 ..................................................... Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR998CD ................................... Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR998DL ................................................. Download(PDF), $9.95

EL VIAJE PERDIDO (B)
Two male Americancollege students go 
on a Caribbean cruise. While in Puerto
Rico, they miss the boat to the next island.
The solution to their dilemma involves a
beautiful Puerto Rican girl, her exotic
grandmother and various aspects of 
Puerto Rican culture. Paperback, 5"x7",
60 pages.
CPL593 .................................Book, $6.95
CPL971 ......Audio Reading/ CD, $19.95

CPL275 ................................................................30 min. DVD, $19.95
CAR999 .....................................................Teacher's  Guide, $12.95
CAR999CD ..................................Teacher's  Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR999DL ................................................Download (PDF), $9.95

OLIVIA Y LOS MONOS (B)
Olivia is a very curious 16-year-old 
girl who likes to travel and who loves
animals. She travels with her parents 
to Misahuallí, a town in the Amazon
region of Ecuador. She is fascinated
with the group of monkeys that live in
the town. The monkeys approach and
interact with tourists and the town’s
people. She spends a week in
Misahuallí with her parents. In Olivia y

los monos one after another amusing situation occurs with the
monkeys. Olivia narrates the story. Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL308 .......................................................................Book, $5.95
CPL612 ........................................... Audio Reading/ CD, $14.95
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FOUR 2ND-
YEAR
SPANISH
MOVIES 
ON DVD

Mi propio auto,
¿Dónde está Eduardo?, 

El viaje perdido, and ¡Viva el toro!
movies on one DVD.
CPL544 ...........................DVD, $49.95

¡VIVA EL TORO! (B)
An American teenage girl goes to Seville to live with a Spanish 
family and go to high school. They take her to her first bullfight. 
She is horrified when the bull is killed. Later, on a date, with mis-
givings she goes to another bullfight, and something extraordinary
happens. The video provides valuable aural and visual comprehen-
sible input. Paperback, 5"x7", 60 pages.
CPL882 ........................................................................Book, $6.95
CPL964 ..............................................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CPL984 ....................................................... 28 min. DVD, $19.95
CAR294 ...................................................Teacher's Guide, $12.95

CAR294CD ..........................................................................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR294DL .......................................................................................Download (PDF), $9.95

DON 
QUIJOTE,  
EL ULTIMO
CABALLERO
(I-A) 
Don Quijote, 
el último
caballero is a
novel for inter-
mediate and
advanced

beginners. It uses a vocabulary of fewer
than 200 different Spanish words to tell 
a 1,400-word story in the present tense
and the same story also in the past tense.
It is repetitive and simple and uses many
cognates to make the story comprehensi-
ble to adults and children. The stories are
intentionally written to be acted out in a
class, but also to serve as independent
reading in either the present or the past
tense. Paperback, 5"x7", 66 pages.
CPL784.................................Book, $5.95

LOS OJOS DE
CARMEN (I)
A novella for 3rd-
year high school
students. A 16-year-
old American boy
wants to enter a
photography con-
test. He goes to
Ecuador to visit his
Ecuadorian-

American relatives. While there, he must deal
with various culturally challenging situations.
On a day trip he meets Carmen, a girl with
exceptional eyes. He wants to photograph
her, but ... Paperback, 5"x7", 56 pages.
CPL925 .......................................Book, $5.95
CPL43X ............Audio Reading/CD, $14.95
CAR202 ...................Teacher's Guide, 12.95
CAR202CD ...........Teacher's Guide on CD, 

11.95
CAR202DL.............Download (PDF), $9.95

EL CALLEJON 
DEL BESO (I)
El Callejón del
Beso is a 
well-known 
legend from
Guanajuato,
México that 
took place in 
an alleyway that
was so narrow

that two people could stand on the bal-
conies on either side and kiss. Don Luis
and Doña Carmen meet and fall in love 
in Guanajuato, but their love is forbidden
in the Mexico of 200 years ago. She is the
daughter of a wealthy man and he is a
miner in the silver mines. Will they find 
a way to run away together and marry?
Paperback, 5"x7", 40 pages.
CPL605 .................................Book, $5.95

VIDA O MUERTE 
EN EL CUSCO (I)
High school senior Elena Garcia is 
vacationing in Cusco, Peru, with her
mother. Everything Elena experi-
ences bugs her – the food, the people,
the clothing, the altitude ... She
would rather have stayed home in
Colorado. She is just starting to get
interested in some things when her
mother has an accident and suddenly

Elena has to deal with the aftermath. The experiences that fol-
low have a transformative effect on Elena. Paperback, 5"x7",
84 pages.
CPL489 ...................................................................Book, $6.95
CAR717 .............................................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR717CD ......................... Teacher's Guide on  CD, $11.95
CAR717DL .......................................Download (PDF), $9.95

EN BUSCA DEL MONSTRUO (A) 
Sometimes we go off on long journeys to
realize certain dreams and we are surprised
by what happens. Martin Sheffield arrived
in Patagonia in southern Argentina over a
hundred years ago. Apparently he had been
a sheriff in Texas and he went to Patagonia
to find two criminals who had gone there.
He never found them.  Now, a century later,
Sarah Sheffield is planning to follow the
steps of her legendary great grandfather and
solve the mystery of the monster for once

and for all. She doesn’t know what kind of adventure awaits her in
Patagonia. Paperback, 5"x7", 172 pages.
CPL977 ..............................................................................Book, $7.95
CAR17706 ....................................................Teacher's Guide, $13.95
CAR17706CD ..................................Teacher's Guide on CD, $12.95
CAR17706DL .............................................Download (PDF), $10.95
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TODO LO QUE BRILLA
José was a happy young man. He worked hard on his small farm with
his best friend, Ignacio. José believed that soon he would realize his
dream of marrying Emilia, the most beautiful girl he had ever met.
Things were all going according to plan until one day an unexpected
letter changed everything. José and Ignacio must leave the farm.
Together the two friends face danger and adventure in the jungles and
mines of Ecuador. Paperback, 5"x7", 100 pages.
CPL431...............................................................................Book, $6.95

¡A LA AVENTURA! (B)
Each book offers a complete adventure story
with illustrations, 
questions, and complete vocabulary list. 
All Books: Paperback, 5-1/2" x 8-1/2".
La guitarra misteriosa 
EMC70259 .................... (44 pages), $12.95
Los secretos de familia
EMC70260 .................... (42 pages), $12.95
Un grabado de Goya
EMC70261 .................... (42 pages), $12.95
El penitente elusivo

EMC70262 ................................................................ (40 pages), $12.95

Films for the Spanish class-spoken in SPANISH
with optional English subtitles

THE 33
(2013) 127 min., 
Banderas, PG-13.
In 2010, 33 Chilean miners
were buried alive following 
a catastrophic mine collapse.
For 69 days, a team worked
night and day to rescue the
men, as their families and the
world waited for any sign of
hope. Underground, in the
suffocating heat 200 stories

down, tensions ran high as provisions - and time- began
to run out. Antonio Banderas stars in this gripping tale 
of resilience, faith, and the triumph of the human spirit
based on the amazing true race against time.
S377...............................................................DVD, 19.95

ALAMAR
(2010) 73 min.,
González-Rubio. 
Jorge has only a
few weeks with his
five-year-old son
Natan before he
leaves to live with
his mother in
Rome. Intent on
teaching Natan
about their Mayan

heritage, Jorge takes him to the pristine
Chinchorro reef, and eases him into the
rhythms of a fisherman's life. (Not rated, but
if rated would be PG-13.) 
S326 .................................DVD, $24.95



BALLPLAYER-PELOTERO
(2012) 77 min., Leguizamo.
This compelling documentary 
narrated by John Leguizamo 
is a gritty and rare look inside
Major League Baseball's
recruitment of top talent in the
Dominican Republic. Miguel
Angel Sano and Jean Carlos
Batista are among 100,000
teenagers vying for a handful
of coveted contracts with
MLB teams. (In English and
Spanish.) (Not rated, but if
rated would be PG-13.) 
S341 ..................DVD, $24.95
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ARGENTINA
(2015) 85 min., 
Carlos Saura.
Poetic, riveting and
moving, three-time
Academy Award nomi-
nee Carlos Saura’s latest
foray into the music of
Argentina explores the
heart of traditional
Argentine folklore and
its stunning musical her-
itage-from traditional
styles to modern dance.
(Not rated; but if rated
would be PG.)
S379..........DVD, $24.95

ANITA
(2010) 105 min., Carnevale. 
Anita Feldman, a young woman with
Down syndrome lives a happy, routine
life in Buenos Aires, being meticulous-
ly cared for by her mother. But one
tragic morning changes everything
when Anita is left alone, con-fused and
helpless after the nearby Argentine
Israelite Mutual Association is bombed.
As she wanders through the city, she
learns not only to care for herself, but
touches the lives of those around her,
from an alcoholic to a family of Asian
immigrants. (Occasional 
Adult Language.)
S339.................................DVD, $29.95

BEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST
(2017) 129 min., PG. 
The story and characters
you love come to life in
the live-action adaptation
of Disney’s animated
classic, a cinematic 
event celebrating one of
the most beloved tales
ever told. 
SC293…......Live Action

DVD, $19.95

A BETTER LIFE
(2011) 98 min., Weitz, PG-13. 
Carlos Galindo always dreamed of a
better life for his wife and newborn
son when he crossed the border into
the U.S. But when his wife left him,
Carlos's only goal became to make
sure his son Luis was given the oppor-
tunities he never had. From the direc-
tor of About A Boy, comes a touching,
multi-generational story that follows
father and son as they embark on a
physical and spiritual journey, where
they discover that family is the most
important part of the American dream. 
S338…............................DVD, $14.95

BIRDBOY: 
THE FORGOTTEN CHILDREN
(2016) Animated, 76 min. There is light and
beauty, even in the darkest of worlds. Stranded 
on an island in a post-apocalyptic world,
teenager Dinky and her friends hatch a danger-
ous plan to escape in the hope of finding a bet-
ter life. Meanwhile, her old friend Birdboy has
shut himself off from the world, pursued by
the police and haunted by demon tormentors.
But unbeknownst to anyone, he contains a
secret inside him that could change the world
forever. (Not rated, but if rated would be PG
for some violence, thematic elements and a
few adult words.)
S390…..........................................DVD, $17.95

BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB
(1999) 105 min., Wenders, G.
Traveling from the streets of
Havana to the stage of Carnegie
Hall, this revelatory documentary
captures a forgotten generation of
Cuba’s brightest musical talents 
as they enjoy an unexpected brush
with world fame.
S383................2-DVD Set, $29.95
TL281..........Study Guide, $10.95
TL281CD....Study Guide on CD,

$9.95
TL281DL........Download (PDF),

$7.95
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CHAVELA
Chavela is a captivating look
at the unconventional life of
beloved performer Chavela
Vargas, whose passionate ren-
ditions of Mexican popular
music and triumphant return to
the stage late in life brought
her international fame. After
years lost to alcoholism and
heartbreak in her final years.
Chavela would become a 
muse to filmmaker Pedro
Almodovar, earn a Lifetime
Achievement Grammy, and
sell out performances at presti-
gious concert halls around the
world. (Not rated, but if rated
would be PG-13 for adult
themes.) 
S389…...............DVD, $27.95

BUTTERFLY 
(1999) 94 min., Cuerda, R.
A shy young boy finds friendship
with his aging teacher and begins to
find out about himself and his country
as the Spanish Civil War intensifies.
S329 ................DVD, $14.95
TL186 ........Study Guide, $10.95
TL186CD ........Study Guide on CD,

$9.95
TL186DL ...Download (PDF), $7.95

CANTINFLAS
(2014) 102 min., PG. 
In Cantinflas the true
story of Mexico's

most beloved comedy film star is told for the
first time. From his humble origins on the small
stage to the bright lights of Hollywood,
Cantinflas became famous around the world -
one joke at a time. Relive the laughter that has
charmed generations. DVD in Spanish with
English subtitles, and sometimes in English
with Spanish subtitles. (Contains both English
& Spanish subtitles.)
S363..........................................DVD, $19.95

CAROL'S 
JOURNEY

(2002) 100 min. Carol, a twelve-year-old
Spanish-American girl from New York,
travels with her mother to Spain in the
spring of 1938, at the height of the Civil
War. Her innocent and rebellious nature
drive her at first to reject a world that is
at once new and foreign.  But she soon
journeys into adulthood through a friend-
ship with Maruja, the village teacher, and
a young local boy, Tomiche. 
S317….......................DVD, $19.95

CASI CASI 
(2006) 93 min., Valles, PG.
Emilio is a normal teen-
ager with a crush on
Jacklynne, the most pop-
ular girl in school, so he
decides to run for
Student Council
President to impress her.
After announcing his
candidacy, he discovers
that she will be running
against him! (Limited
Quantities.) 
S279 .........DVD, $24.95
TL387 ......Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL387CD ............Study 

Guide on CD, $9.95
TL387DL .....Download 

(PDF), $7.95

A CLASS APART
(2009) 50 min. 
This film tells the little-known
story of an underdog band of
Mexican American lawyers who
took their case, Hernandez v.
Texas, all the way to the Supreme
Court, where they challenged Jim
Crow-style discrimination against
Mexican Americans. In the land-
mark legal case, lawyers forged a
daring legal strategy, arguing that
Mexican Americans were "a class
apart" and did not neatly fit into a
legal structure that recognized only
blacks and whites. (Spoken in
English with optional Spanish
language track or Spanish subti-
tles.) (Not rated, but if rated
would be G.)
S366..........................DVD, $24.95

CRUDE
(2009) 104 min., Trudie Styler.
The epic story of one of the
largest and most controversial
legal cases ever: the infamous
$27 billion "Amazon
Chernobyl" lawsuit pitting
30,000 rainforest dwellers 
in Ecuador against U.S. oil
giant Chevron. Takes you inside
a riveting, high stakes drama
steeped in global politics, the
environmental movement,
celebrity activism, human rights
advocacy, multinational corpo-
rate power, and rapidly-disap-
pearing indigenous cultures.
S322 ....................DVD, $24.95



FLAMENCO, FLAMENCO
(2015) 97 min., Carlos Saura.
Directed by legendary Spanish
filmmaker Carlos Saura,
Flamenco, Flamenco is an evolu-
tionary musical journey through
the light, song and dance of a
dynamic and alive art form.
Beautifully photographed and
showcasing a powerful new
Flamenco through dazzling musi-
cal and dance performances by
emerging talents, and the greatest
living Flamenco masters, this
unique musical odyssey reaches
beyond the borders of Flamenco
and Spanish culture toward a uni-
versal artistic expression. (Not
rated, but if rated would be G.) 
S371........................DVD, $19.95
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EVEN THE RAIN
(2012) 103 min.,
Bernal. Ideal-istic
film-maker
Sebastian and his
cynical producer
Costa  arrive in
Bolivia to make a
revisionist film
about Christopher
Columbus’ con-
quest of the

Americas. But as filming commences, the local
citizens begin to riot in protest against a multi-
national corporation that is taking control of
their water supply. Inspired by the real-life
Water Wars in Bolivia in the year 2000, Even
the Rain explores the lasting effects of Spanish
imperialism, still resonating some 500 years
later in the continued struggle of indigenous
people against oppression and exploitation.
(Adult Language.) 
S343.............................................DVD, $19.95

FINDING 
GASTON
(2016) 79 min.
Can a cook
change his coun-
try through his
food? FINDING
GASTON fol-
lows acclaimed
chef Gaston
Acurio, largely
credited with cre-

ating and popularizing Peruvian cuisine,
to find out the stories, the inspirations
and the dreams behind the man who has
taken his cuisine outside the kitchen on a
mission to change his country with his
food. Join the culinary journey into the
world of Peruvian cuisine to discover the
power of food in Peru - and around the
world. (Not rated, but if rated would
be G.)
S374 ..................................DVD, $24.95

ENTRE
NOS 
(2009) 
82 min.

Adoring mother Mariana has toted
her children from Colombia to New
York City to indulge her husband's
whim. But when he abandons the
family, she'll have to rely on her own
imagination and courage and that of
her remarkable kids to survive insur-
mountable odds during their first
summer in the United States.
S324 ............................DVD, $19.95

GOAL! 
THE DREAM BEGINS
(2005) 117 min., 
Cannon, PG-13.
A young immigrant in the
barrios of Los Angeles, is
given the chance to pursue
his dream to play profes-
sional soccer. Alone in a
world where soccer is a reli-
gion and the players gods,
he must prove he has the
talent and determination to
triumph against all odds.
S264...............DVD, $14.95
TL404 ...........Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL404CD ......Study Guide

on CD, $9.95
TL404DL ..........Download 

(PDF), $7.95

GOOD-BYE MOMO
(2005) 100 min., 
Ricagni, PG.
Obdulio, an 11-year-old 
Afro-Uruguayan boy from 
the streets, can't read or write.
He lives with his grandmother
and supports them both by
selling newspapers. He dis-
covers the night watchman at
the newspaper is a magical
"Maestro," who introduces
him to the power of literacy
and the meaning of life.
S286 .................DVD, $24.95
TL402 ..............Study Guide,

$10.95
TL402CD .........Study Guide

on CD, $9.95
TL402DL .............Download

(PDF), $7.95

THE HARVEST 
(2011) 80 min. 
Every year there are more
than 400,000 American
children who are torn
away from their friends,
schools and homes to pick
the food we all eat.
Zulema, Perla and Victor
labor as migrant farm
workers, sacrificing their
own childhoods to help
their families survive. In
Spanish & English with
English subtitles. (Not
rated, but if rated would
be PG.)
S359............DVD, $19.95
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HECHO 
EN MEXICO
(2012) 100 min., R.  
A celebration of
Mexican identity
and culture told
through the music
of the most iconic
international artists.
From Diego Luna
and Alejandro
Fernandez, to 

Carla Morrison and Chavela Vargas, Duncan
Bridgeman weaves a cinematic tapestry com-
posed of original songs and insights from the
most iconic artists and performers of contem-
porary Mexico. With striking visuals, the
movie captures the rich diversity of Mexican
geography, art, music, and culture. It is a rare
look at the country's real identity, and an
unparalleled celebration of what it truly means
to be "Hecho En Mexico". (Rated R for 
some language, sexual references and brief
drug use.) 
S351..............................................DVD, $14.95

EL JEREMIAS
(2016) 97 min., PG-13.
Set in Sonora, Mexico,
this film tells the story
of Jeremias, a bright,
misfit and pessimistic
eight-year-old, who
learns he is a gifted 
child and initiates a jour-
ney of self-discovery to
find out what he wants
to be when he grows up.
S382..........DVD, $19.95

LA JAULA DE ORO
(2013) 65 min.
Juan, Sara, and Samuel, three
teenagers from the slums of
Guatemala, travel to the
United States in search of a
better life. On their journey
through Mexico, they meet
Chauk, an Indian from Chiapas
who doesn’t speak Spanish.
Traveling together in freight
trains and walking on railroad
tracks, they soon have to face
an odyssey that will change
their lives forever. (Not rated,
but if rated would be PG-13
for brief nudity and occasion-
al adult language.) 
S375..................DVD, $19.95

THE HOUSE OF BERNARDA ALBA
(1987) 103 min., Lorca. 
Based on a play by Federico Garcia
Lorca, this is the story of a cold-blooded
widow and her five daughters, convey-
ing both the claustrophobia and beauty
of a sequestered household. 
S233...................................DVD, $29.95
TL303 ...................Study Guide, $10.95
TL303CD.............Study Guide on CD,

$9.95
TL303DL........Download (PDF), $7.95

THE 
HUNDRED-
FOOT 
JOURNEY
(2014) 
122 min.,
Mirren, PG. 
When the
chilly chef
proprietress
of a
Michelin-

starred French restaurant in southern
France gets wind of a culinary immi-
grant opening an Indian restaurant just
100 feet from her own, her icy protests
escalate to all-out war between the two
establishments. It's a celebration of tri-
umph over exile as these two worlds 
collide and one young man tries to find
the comfort of home in every pot --
wherever he may be.
S369....................................DVD, $14.95

INSTRUCTIONS
NOT INCLUDED
(2013) 115 min., PG-13.
A man who has made a
new life for himself and
the daughter left on his
doorstep 6 years ago
finds his family threat-
ened when the birth
mother resurfaces. (In
Spanish with English
and Spanish subtitles.)
S362..........DVD, $14.95

ISLE OF DOGS
(2018) 101 min., 
Animated, PG-13. 
Visionary director Wes Anderson's
Isle of Dogs tells the story of Atari
Kobayashi, 12-year-old ward to
corrupt Mayor Kobayashi. When
all the canine pets of Megasaki
City are exiled to vast Trash Island,
Atari sets off inn search of his
bodyguard dog, Spots. With the
assistance of his newfound mongrel
friends, he begins an epic journey
that will decide the fate and future 
of the entire Prefecture. (Audio-
tracks in Spanish, French and
English with subtitles in Spanish,
French and English.)
SC298.......................DVD, $26.95
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LAZARILLO
(1959) 109 min., Ardavin, B&W.
In 17th-century Castille, a fatherless
boy, abandoned by his mother, finds
work with a strange succession of
employers, including a blind beggar,
fake nobleman, and traveling band of
performers. They all teach him lessons
in survival as well as cunning and
deception.
S284 ...............................DVD, $24.95
TL116 ................Study Guide, $10.95
TL116CD...........Study Guide on CD,

$9.95
TL116DL .....Download (PDF), $7.95

LATINO 
AMERICANS
(2013) 360 min.
The series
chronicles
Latinos in the
United States
from the 1500 s
to present day.
It is a story of
people, politics,

and culture, intersecting with much that is
central to the history of the United States
while also going to places where standard
U.S. histories do not tend to tread. Latino
Americans relies on historical accounts and
personal experiences to vividly tell the sto-
ries of early settlement, conquest and
immigration; of tradition and reinvention;
and of anguish and celebration, from the
millions of people who come to the U.S.
from Mexico, Spain, Puerto Rico, and
countries in Central and South America.
(Spoken in English & Spanish with
English & Spanish subtitles.)
S367..............................2-DVD Set, $34.95

THE LIFE AND TIMES 
OF FRIDA KAHLO
(2004) 90 min., Stechler. 
Kahlo's life was a drama of
extremes lived against a backdrop
of political, social and artistic 
revolution. An intimate biography
of a woman who gracefully bal-
anced a private life of illness and
pain with a public persona that
was flamboyant, irreverent, and
world-renowned. 
S253.........................DVD, $24.95
TL335 .........Study Guide, $10.95
TL335CD ...Study Guide on CD,

$9.95
TL335DL ........Download (PDF), 

$7.95

MARIA FULL OF GRACE
(2004) 101 min., Marston,
R.  The harrowing experi-
ences of a 17-year-old
Colombian girl. Leaving her
desperate home life behind,
Maria (Catalina Sandino
Moreno, in an award-
winning role) takes an offer
to transport heroin into the
United States.
S222 ...............DVD, $14.95
TL297 ............Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL297CD .......Study Guide

on CD, $9.95
TL297DL ...........Download 

(PDF), $7.95

MACHUCA 
(2004) 115 min., Wood.
A coming-of-age story set in
Pinochet-era Chile, Andres
Wood's semi-autobiographical
film charts the friendship of 
an affluent 11-yearold and a 
boy from the wrong side of the
tracks. Though their bond tran-
scends class divisions, the 
political unrest in their country
threatens to undo their friendship.
S265 ....................DVD, $24.95
TL371......Study Guide, $10.95
TL371CD ............Study Guide 

on CD, $9.95
TL371DL ....Download (PDF), 

$7.95

LIKE WATER 
FOR CHOCOLATE
(1993) 113 min.,
Alfonso Arau, R
A comic Mexican fable
about a young girl
who escapes the drudg-
ery of responsibility of
tradition by using food
and cooking as an
escape.
S130 .........DVD, $14.95
TL131 ......Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL131CD .............Study

Guide on CD, $9.95
TL131DL .....Download

(PDF), $7.95

LANDFILL
HARMONIC
(2015) 85 min.
Landfill Harmonic 
follows the
Recycled
Orchestra of
Cateura, a
Paraguayan 
musical group that
plays instruments
made entirely out

of garbage. When their story goes viral, the
orchestra is catapulted into the global spot-
light. Under the guidance of idealistic music
director Favio Chavez, the orchestra must
navigate a strange new world of arena and
sold-out concerts. However, when a natural
disaster strikes their community, Favio must
find a way to keep the orchestra intact and
provide a source of hope for their town. The
film is a testimony to the transformative
power of music and the resilience of the
human spirit. (Not rated, but if rated would
be G.) Spoken in Spanish and English, with
English subtitles.
S380 ..........................................DVD, $22.95



MIDAQ
ALLEY 
(1995) 
140 min.,
Salma
Hayek.

Heated tempers, frustrated desires and
dashed hopes plaque a diverse group of
individuals whose lives cross paths in
Mexico City. There is the bar-owner's
son, Chava, who yearns to emigrate to
America. A poor barber, Abel is madly
in love with the gorgeous Alma (Salma
Hayek). Finally, there is Susanita the
desperate spinster who pursues many
love affairs in hopes of finding a hus-
band. (Not rated, but if rated would
be R.)
S391….............................DVD, $29.95
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MCFARLAND USA
(2015) 129 min., Costner, PG. 
This heartwarming drama follows
novice runners who strive to build 
a cross-country team under Coach
Jim White in their predominantly
Latino high school. Beyond their
talent, it's the power of family, 
commitment to each other and 
work ethic that transform them into
champions -- helping them achieve
their own American dream. 
S370..........................DVD, $14.95

MONSENOR-
THE LAST 
JOURNEY OF
OSCAR ROMERO 
(2012) 98 min. 
In El Salvador in
the late Seventies,
one man was the
voice of the poor,
the disenfranchised,
and the Disappeared
-- all struggling

under the corrupt Salvadoran government.
Appointed Archbishop in early 1977, Monsenor
Oscar Romero worked tirelessly and in con-
stant personal peril until the day he was assas-
sinated in March 1980. Romero broke off ties
with the military and aligned himself with the
poor, delivering messages of hope in weekly
sermons which became national events.
Encouraging direct action against oppression,
Romero's speaking impacted political events in
El Salvador that still have meaning to this day. 
S336..............................................DVD, $29.95

MOTORCYCLE DIARIES
(2004) 128 min., Salles, R.
Beautiful telling of the jour-
ney Ernesto "Che" Guevara
and his best friend took
across South America in
1952 before he began his
career as a revolutionary.
Director Walter Salles
reveals hints of Guevara’s
emerging political con-
sciousness. 
S234 ...............DVD, $14.95
TL307 ......Study Guide,

$10.95
TL307CD ......Study Guide
on CD, $9.95
TL307DL .......Download 

(PDF), $7.95

NO
(2012)
118
min.,
Bernal,
R. 

In 1988, Chilean military dictator
Augusto Pinochet, due to inter-
national pressure, is forced to call
a plebiscite on his presidency. The
country will vote YES or NO to
Pinochet extending his rule for
another eight years. Opposition
leaders of the NO vote persuade a
brash young advertising executive,
René Saavedra (Gael Garcia
Bernal), to spearhead their cam-
paign. Against all odds, with scant
resources and under scrutiny by
the despot's minions, Saavedra
and his team devise an audacious
plan to win the election and set
Chile free. (Rated R for frequent
adult language.)
S349.........................DVD, $19.95

NO MANCHES FRIDA 
(WITH FRIDA)
(2015) 100 min., PG-13. 
The story of Zequi, a recently
released bank robber who goes to
recover stolen money buried by his
ditzy accomplice before going to jail.
They return to the site only to find
that Frida Kahlo High has built a
gymnasium over the loot. To get 
the money, he poses as a substitute
teacher for a school that can't even
seem to keep any teachers around.
Zequi comes in ready to lay down
the law-but he quickly finds out 
that life on the inside may have been 
easier to deal with than a school full
of wild and rebellious teenagers.
S381.............................DVD, $19.95

EL NORTE 
(1983) 139 min., 
Nava, R.
Powerful story of a
brother and sister who
leave their oppressed
country of Guatemala
and make the hazardous
journey to the U.S., 
only to find themselves
living as illegals in Los
Angeles.
S237 ........DVD, $39.95
TL144 .....Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL144CD ...........Study

Guide on CD, $9.95
TL144DL .....Download

(PDF), $7.95
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REAL, THE MOVIE
(2005) 90 min.
From the pitch to the locker room to five
continents, the passion for the greatest
soccer team in the world is revealed.
Five stories are interwoven with exciting
action and behind the scenes footage.
Part feature, part documentary, a must
for every fan– and those yet to be
inspired by the heroes of Real Madrid.
S263 ..................................DVD, $24.95
TL360 ..................Study Guide, $10.95
TL360CD ............Study Guide on CD, 

$9.95
TL360DL .......Download (PDF), $7.95

UN PADRE 
NO TAN PADRE
(2016) 97 min., PG-13.
''New Age'' collides with
old age in this hilarious
and heartwarming family
comedy about a grumpy
85-year-old who moves
in with his son and his
eccentric housemates.
S386 ........DVD, $19.95

PAN'S LABYRINTH
(2006) 119 min., del Toro, R.
In 1944 fascist Spain, a girl, fascinated
with fairy tales, is sent with her pregnant
mother to live with her new stepfather, a
ruthless Army captain. During the night,
she meets a fairy who takes her to an old
faun in the center of a labyrinth. He tells
her she's a princess, but must prove it by
surviving three gruesome tasks. If she
fails, she will never see her real father,
the king. (Restored Edition.)
S277 .........................2-DVD Set, $29.95

OUR LAST TANGO
(2016) 85 min.
Our Last Tango tells the life and love story of
Argentina's most famous tango dancers Maria
Nieves Rego and Juan Carlos Copes, who met
as teenagers and danced together for nearly
fifty years until a painful separation tore them
apart. Relaying their story to a group of young
tango dancers and choreographers from
Buenos Aires, their story of love, hatred and
passion is transformed into unforgettable
tango-choreographies.
S378 ...........................................DVD, $27.95

THE SEA INSIDE
(2004) 125 min., 
Bardem, PG-13.
Javier Bardem gives a complex, deeply
moving performance in this true story 
of a Spanish fisherman and poet who
suffers a diving accident at age 26 and 
is left paralyzed and bedridden Ramon 
is 54, and his frustration at his life 
causes him to pursue euthanasia.
S236 ................................DVD, $14.95
TL308 .................Study Guide, $10.95
TL308CD ...........Study Guide on CD, 

$9.95
TL308DL ......Download (PDF), $7.95

SELENA 
(1997) 128 min., Nava, PG.
The Grammy winning South
Texas singerwhose life tragically
ended just as she was taking
Tejano into mainstream America.
Pulsating with Selena’s voice and
made with the participation of
her family, the film brims with
authenticity.
S141 ......................DVD, $14.95
TL119 ......Study Guide, $10.95
TL119CD .............Study Guide

on CD, $9.95
TL119DL ..................Download 

(PDF), $7.95
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SALSA: LATIN POP MUSIC 
IN THE CITIES
(2000) 60 min. Includes perform-
ances, interviews and recording 
sessions with Celia Cruz, Tito
Puente, Reuben Blades, and more.
(60 min.)  (Limited Quantities.) 
S208 ........................DVD, $19.95
TL280 ........Study Guide, $10.95
TL280CD ..........Study Guide on 

CD, $9.95
TL280DL ...... Download (PDF), 

$7.95

STRAWBERRY
& CHOCOLATE 
(1992) 
111 min., R.
When we first 

see David, he seems a rather naive and
straight-laced college student moping over
the loss of his fiancee. But a chance conver-
sation with Diego over differing tastes in ice
cream develops into an unlikely friendship.
Diego is an openly gay artist at a time 
in Cuba when that could get him thrown in
jail. Despite their many differences, Diego
mentors David, introducing him to poetry, 
literature, music and a new word of ideas.
(Rated R for brief strong sexuality and
language.)
S388 ..........................................DVD, $19.95

SUGAR 
(2009) 
114 min.,
Soto, PG-13.
Inspirational
story of
Miguel

Santos, a gifted pitcher struggling to
make it to the big leagues of American
baseball. Nicknamed "Azúcar" (sugar),
19-year-old Miguel travels from his poor
community in the Dominican Republic
to play minor league baseball in the
United States –where anything is possi-
ble. He finds himself in a small Iowa
town, where he struggles with the 
culture, language and the pressure of
knowing that only his success can rescue
his family.
S313 ...................................DVD, $19.95

UNDER THE SAME MOON
(2007) 106 min., PG-13. Even
across thousands of miles the
bond between a mother and 
son can not be broken. It gives
hope to Carlitos, a scrappy
nine-year-old whose mother
has gone to America to build a
better life for both of them. He
embarks on an extraordinary
journey to find her. 
(Limited Quantities.)
S294 ...................DVD, $14.95
TL413....Study Guide,  $10.95
TL413CD............Study Guide 

on CD,  $9.95
TL413DL....Download (PDF),

$7.95

VIVA CUBA
(2005) 80 min., Ramirez. 
In this sweet family comedy
from Cuba, the friendship of
two children is threatened
by their feuding parents--
one family supports Castro,
the other Christ and capital-
ism. When matriarch of the
latter decides to leave for
the United States, little
Jorgita Milo Avila and her
secret best friend, Malu
Tarrau Broche, embark on
an adventure across Cuba 
to stop it.
S303 ..............DVD, $19.95

VALENTIN
(2002) 86 min., Agresti,
PG-13. A child plays
Cupid for the adults in
his life in this coming-of-
age film. Tells the story
of the Valentin, a nine-
year-old who takes action
to unite his oft-absent
father with a new love. 
S221...........DVD, $19.95
TL295........Study Guide,

$10.95
TL295CD...Study Guide

on CD,  $9.95
TL295DL.......Download 

(PDF), $7.95

WALK OUT
(2006) 111 min., 
Edward James Olmos.
A true story of courage and
justice. It is 1968, the height of
the national civil-rights move-
ment. Paula Crisostomo is an
idealistic honor student who
refuses to "play it safe" in a
school system that discriminates
against Mexican-Americans.
Together with thousands of sup-
porters, she coordinates a multi-
school walkout of students to
protest academic prejudices.
(Limited Quantities.)
S327......................DVD, $24.95
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WHO IS DAYANI
CRISTAL?
(2013) 85 min., 
Gael García Bernal.
The body of an
unidentified immi-
grant is found in the
Arizona desert. In an
attempt to retrace his

path and discover his story, director Marc Silver
and actor/filmmaker Gael García Bernal embed
themselves among migrant travelers on their
own mission to cross the border. Who is Dayani
Cristal?  provides rare insight into the human
stories which are so often ignored in the immi-
gration debate. (Not rated, but if rated would
be PG-13.) 
S365................................................DVD, $29.95

WOMEN ON THE VERGE 
OF A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN
(1988) 90 min., Almodovar, R.
The latest wacky comedy from Pedro
Almodovar. A comedy of errors that
involves a drugged pitcher of gazpacho,
Shiite terrorists and a mental patient
who left the asylum too soon.
S316..................................DVD, $29.95

Films for the Spanish class-spoken in ENGLISH
with optional Spanish subtitles

MY FAMILY 
(1994) 126 min., Greg Nava, R.
Jose Sanchez comes to America in the
early 1900's from Mexico and finds the
grass is not always greener. Thus begins
the saga of the Sanchez family in L.A.,
which chronicles their struggles and
hopes over a span of sixty years.
S218 .................................DVD, $14.95
TL140 ................. Study Guide, $10.95
TL140CD ...........Study Guide on CD, 

$9.95
TL140DL ..................................................Download (PDF), $7.95

CESAR CHAVEZ
(2013) 102 min., Pena; PG-13. 
Cesar Chavez inspired millions of
Americans from all walks of life to fight
for social justice. His triumphant jour-
ney began in Delano, California, and 
led him across the United Sates and to
Europe where he tirelessly fought for
his cause. (Spoken mostly in English
& some Spanish with English 
subtitles, or Spanish subtitles.)
S360...................................DVD, $19.95

FRIDA 
(2002) 116 min., Hayek, R.
Visually striking film capturing
Kahlo's passion and creativity by
fusing events in her lifewith the
imagery of her art with electric
results.
S171 .....................DVD, $14.95
TL158 ..................Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL158CD .......Study Guide on 

CD, $9.95
TL158DL ......................................Download (PDF), $7.95

A DAY 
WITHOUT A MEXICAN
(2004) 100 min., Arau, R.
This mockumentary created 
a stir before its release with 
billboards that read, "On May 
14th, there will be no Mexicans 
in California." A funny, biting 
ritique examining the social,
political and economic disasters
that would occur if California-
based Mexicans disappeared.

S241 ................................................................DVD, $19.95
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REAL WOMEN 
HAVE CURVES
(2002) 90 min., 
Cardoso, PG-13.
A young woman learns to
love herself in spite of her
job, weight, family and
socio-economic standing.
Touching, funny coming-
of-age story.
S174 ..........DVD, $14.95
TL173 .......Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL173CD ......................Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL173DL............................Download (PDF), $7.95

SPARE PARTS
(2015) 114 min., PG-13. 
George Lopez leads a winning cast in this
inspiring movie based on an amazing true
story. When four wildly different high
schoolers team up to enter a robotics
competition against the nation's top tech
colleges, no one believes they have a
chance...no one but Fredi (Lopez), their
new substitute teacher. As Fredi chal-
lenges his students to be the best they 
can be, they show him the power of never

giving up, in an unforgettable tale that shines with heart, humor, and
hope. With Marisa Tomei & Jamie Lee Curtis. 
S368.................................................................................DVD, $19.95

Films for the Spanish class-spoken in ENGLISH
with optional Spanish subtitles

AN AMERICAN TALE-FIEVEL GOES WEST
SC292 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $14.95
BOOK OF LIFE
SC284 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95
COCO
SC295 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95
THE EMOJI MOVIE
SC297 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $14.95
FERDINAND
SC296 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95
FINDING DORY
SC288 ...............................Spanish Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95
FROZEN
SC283 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95
INSIDE OUT
SC285 ...............................Spanish Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95
THE LORAX
SC279 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95
MOANA
SC290 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95

Films for the Spanish class - 
Animated Cartoons & Family Oriented Titles Spoken in Spanish  

Check out our website for a complete list of Study Guides that are still available.

THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS
SC289 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95
SING
SC291 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95


